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Introduction

Given a pure Shimura variety ML(G,H), it is rather well known how to con-

struct functors associating to a representation V of G an l–adic sheaf µL,l(V)

on ML(G,H) and a variation of Hodge structure µL,∞(V) on ML(G,H)( lC).

Milne’s results on canonical models of standard principal bundles ([M], III,

§§ 4, 5) allow one to show that the vector bundle underlying µL,∞(V) has a

model over the reflex field E(G,H), and that the flat connection and the weight

and Hodge filtrations descend to this model, giving rise to a bifiltered flat vector

bundle µL,DR(V) on ML(G,H).

In this article, we study the analogous functors in the context of mixed Shimura

varieties as defined in [P1]. Let W denote the unipotent radical of the under-

lying group P . The universal envelope of LieW , completed with respect to

the augmentation ideal, is denoted by Û(LieW ). Since Rep lQ(P ) is generated

by Rep lQ(P/W ) and the finite–dimensional subquotients of Û(LieW ), it ap-

pears natural to consider the values of the “canonical construction” functors

on Û(LieW ). For example, admissibility ([Ka]) of the variations of Hodge struc-

ture coming from representations of P/W follows automatically from Schmid’s

Nilpotent Orbit Theorem ([Sch], Theorem 4.9), since all these variations are

merely direct sums of their weight–graded parts. By contrast, µK,∞(Û(LieW ))

is as mixed as one can get by applying the canonical construction. The proof of

admissibility of this pro–variation is one of the main results of this work.

The central observation, that will simplify our task, is that µK,−(Û(LieW )) co-

incides with the generic pro–sheaf of [W2], § 3 for the relative situation given

by the projection [π] : MK(P,X) −→ Mπ(K)(P/W,H) to the underlying pure

Shimura variety. It therefore has a lot of desirable properties, which will en-

able us to show that the canonical construction is just as well behaved as in

the pure case. We decided to rename µK,−(Û(LieW )) and call it the logarithmic

pro–sheaf. The motivation for reserving this name of the generic pro–sheaf for

the context of Shimura varieties is the following: the simplest non–trivial case

of a mixed Shimura variety is given by the trivial torus G| m, lQ over the “pure

Shimura variety” Spec( lQ). The entries of the period matrix of the logarithmic

pro–variation of Hodge structure are essentially powers of the multivalued func-

tion 1
2πi
·log on G| m( lC). Since its values at roots of unity are rational numbers,
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the fibres of µK,∞(Û(LieW )) at such roots of unity are canonically equal to the

direct product of their weight–graded objects. Now G| m,tors is precisely the union

of the pure sub–Shimura varieties of G| m, and the above “splitting principle” of

the logarithmic pro–sheaf over this union is in fact prototypical for all mixed

Shimura varieties. In this sense, we like to think of the splitting principle as

being a generalization of the fact that

log(G| m( lC)tors) ⊂ 2πi · lQ .

On the other hand, we don’t expect the generic pro–sheaf for arbitrary mor-

phisms to split over a Zariski–dense subset unless the fibres of the morphism in

question are of a specific shape.

§ 1 starts with a collection of results of [P1], which we hope is self–contained

enough to provide non–experts with an idea of the basic concepts underlying

the theory of mixed Shimura varieties.

We then recall the Hodge version of the canonical construction. While the def-

inition is rather straightforward, by far the best part of § 2 is taken up by the

proof of the fact mentioned earlier, that µK,∞(Û(LieW )) is the generic sheaf for

[π] (Theorem 2.1). The proof of admissibility of all variations µK,∞(V) is then

a rather formal matter (Theorem 2.2).

In § 3, we define the de Rham version of µK. Theorem 2.1 allows us to use the

results of [W2], § 3 and hence reduce ourselves to the pure case, which is covered

by [M], III, §§ 4, 5.

§ 4 treats the λ–adic component of µK. Again, the definition of the λ–adic

sheaves poses no problem. We state a conjecture analogous to [P2], Conjec-

ture 5.4.1, which amounts to saying that the sheaves µK,λ(V) are mixed in the

sense of [D2], VI (Conjecture 4.2). By proving the λ–adic version of Theorem

2.1 (Theorem 4.4), we are able to show that 4.2 holds for the mixed Shimura

variety if and only if it holds for the underlying pure Shimura variety (Theorem

4.6).

For a functor with values in mixed systems of smooth sheaves ([W2], § 2), we

need to define an admissible variation of Hodge structure not just for the canon-

ical embedding σ0 of E(P,X) into lC, but for any such embedding. This forces us

to generalize Milne’s and Shih’s results on conjugates of pure Shimura varieties

([M], II, §§ 4, 5, 7) to the mixed case (§ 5). For the sake of completeness, we

also include a description of complex conjugation on the lC–valued points of a
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Shimura variety, whose reflex field is real (Lemma 5.11, Corollary 5.12).

In § 6, we associate to a representation V of P its conjugates τ,xV, which are

representations of the groups τ,xP obtained by the process of twisting defined in

§ 5. We show that if 4.2 holds then the canonical constructions of all the τ,xV fit

together to define a mixed system of smooth sheaves µK,MS(V) on MK(P,X).

In §§ 2–4, we included results on the compatibility of µK,− and µπ(K),− with

higher direct images of [π]∗ and group cohomology of W (Theorems 2.3, 3.5

and 4.7).

This article is a revised and extended version of § 5 of my doctoral thesis ([W1]).

I would like to thank C. Deninger for his generosity and constant support,

and T. Scholl for valuable comments. I am obliged to the organizers of the

Oberwolfach Arbeitstagung on Shimura varieties in Spring 1992. What I learned

while preparing myself for that conference stimulated the study of the canonical

construction for mixed Shimura varieties.

Finally, I am most grateful to Mrs. G. Weckermann for skillfully TEXing my

manuscript.
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§ 1 Mixed Shimura data and mixed Shimura varieties

We recall the definition and basic properties of mixed Shimura varieties. Our

exposition follows [P1].

Let P/ lQ be a connected algebraic group,

W := Ru(P ) its unipotent radical,

G := P/W , π : P −→→ G,

U ≤ W a normal subgroup of P ,

S := Res lC/IRG| m, lC the Deligne torus, w : G| m,IR −→ S the weight,

X a homogeneous space under P (IR)·U( lC),

h : X −→ Hom(S lC, P lC) a P (IR)·U( lC)–equivariant map with finite fibres.

Write hx for h(x).

Let V := W/U , πm : P −→→ P/U .

Definition: ([P1], Definition 2.1.)

(P,X) is called mixed Shimura data if the following holds for some (hence all)

x ∈ X:

i) πm ◦hx : S lC −→ (P/U) lC is already defined over IR.

ii) π ◦hx ◦w : G| m,IR −→ GIR is a cocharacter of the center Z(G)IR of GIR.

iii) AdP ◦hx induces on LieP a mixed graded–polarizable lQ–Hodge structure

( lQ–MHS) of type

{(−1, 1), (0, 0), (1,−1)} ∪ {(−1, 0), (0,−1)} ∪ {(−1,−1)} .

iv) the weight filtration on LieP is given by

Wn(LieP ) =





0 , n ≤ −3

LieU , n = −2

LieW , n = −1

LieP , n ≥ 0

.

v) int (π(hx(
√
−1))) induces a Cartan involution on Gad

IR .

vi) Gad
IR has no nontrivial factors of compact type, that are defined over lQ.

vii) Z(G) acts on U and on V through a torus, that is an almost direct product

of a lQ–split torus with a torus of compact type defined over lQ.
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Because of weight reasons, the algebraic group V is abelian, and U is contained

in Z(W ).

If W = 1 then (P,X) is called pure.

Actually, in order to be able to define the canonical construction, we shall re-

strict ourselves to those mixed Shimura data satisfying

vii)’ Z(G)0 is an almost direct product of a lQ–split torus with a torus of com-

pact type defined over lQ.

This condition implies that any real cocharacter of Z(G) is defined over lQ.

Again, because of weight reasons, π : P −→ G is injective on Z(P ), so Z(P )0

is a torus of the same type. As explained in [P1], § 1, these axioms imply

Theorem 1.1: Let F ⊂ IR be a field.

a) There is a canonical P (IR)·U( lC)–invariant complex structure on X.

b) There is a tensor functor

RepF (P ) −→




graded–polarizable variations

of F–Hodge structure on X



 .

c) For every irreducible V ∈ RepF (P ), which is pure of some weight n,

there is a representation of P on F (−n) := (2π
√
−1)−nF ⊂ lC and a

P–equivariant bilinear form

Ψ : V ×V −→ F (−n)

such that for all x ∈ X either Ψ or −Ψ is a polarization of the correspond-

ing MHS on V. Here, V is called pure of weight n if for some (hence all)

x ∈ X,

hx ◦w : G| m, lC −→ P lC

acts on V lC by

z 7−→ (multiplication by z−n) .

Proof: [P1], 1.18. q.e.d.
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The functor

RepF (P ) −→




graded–polarizable variations

of F–Hodge structure on X





is as natural as it could be:

x ∈ X gives a map hx : S lC −→ P lC, i.e., a ZZ
2–grading on V lC for any repre-

sentation V of P . By definition, the underlying local system is constant, and

x 7−→ hx defines the weight and Hodge filtrations. More precisely, for x ∈ X, we

have

Wn,x(V) lC =
⊕

p+q≤n

Hp,q
x (V), F p

x (V lC) =
⊕

p′≥p

Hp′,q
x (V),

where Hp,q
x (V) is the eigenspace of the cocharacter (z1, z2) 7−→ z−p

1 z−q
2 of S lC

under the action of S lC on V lC given by hx.

The complex structure on X is unique with respect to the requirement that the

Hodge filtration of any V ∈ RepF (P ) vary holomorphically ([P1], Proposition

1.7.a)). Griffiths transversality is a direct translation of axiom iii), and graded–

polarizability follows from 1.1.c).

Whenever we have a normal subgroup P0 ≤ P , we can define quotient mixed

Shimura data (P,X)/P0, whose underlying algebraic group is P/P0 and which

have a universal property ([P1], Proposition 2.9).

In particular, we write (G,H) := (P,X)/W .

As in the classical case, one defines mixed Shimura varieties, or rather, their

topological spaces of lC–valued points, as follows:

let IAf denote the ring of finite adeles over lQ, and let K ≤ P (IAf ) be open and

compact. Set

MK( lC) := MK(P,X)( lC) := P ( lQ)\(X× (P (IAf )/K))

where P ( lQ) acts on both factors from the left.

We have

Proposition 1.2:

a) MK( lC) =
⋃n

i=1 Γ(pf,i)\(X0
i × pf,iK/K) =

⋃n
i=1 Γ(pf,i)\X0

i ,

where the union is finite and disjoint, X
0
i denotes a connected component

of X,

pf,i ∈ P (IAf), and Γ(pf,i) := StabP ( lQ)(X
0
i ) ∩ pf,i ·K ·p−1

f,i ≤ P ( lQ) is an

arithmetic subgroup.
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b) For any i, the group Γ(pf,i) acts properly discontinuously on X
0
i . M

K( lC)

is a normal complex space, whose singularities are at most quotient sin-

gularities by finite groups.

c) If K is neat, then for any i, the group Γ(pf,i) acts freely on X
0
i , so MK( lC)

is a complex manifold.†

Proof: [P1], 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 including its proof. There, it is shown that

b) and c) are true modulo Γ(pf,i)∩Z(P )( lQ). But Z(P ) injects into Z(G) since

LieW is of weight ≤ −1, and by vii)’, any arithmetic subgroup of Z(G)( lQ) is

finite.

Note that by convention [P1], 0.4, the usage of the term “properly discontinu-

ous” in [P1] differs from the usual one. So we cannot quote [P1], Proposition

3.3 directly. q.e.d.

Remark: We note that in order to get the conclusion of 1.2.c) for a fixed K,

we need only assume that any subgroup of P ( lQ) of the shape

StabP ( lQ)(X
0) ∩ pf ·K ·p−1

f

is neat.

The conclusions of this article, in particular 1.3, 1.4, 4.1 and the calculation of

the Galois group preceding 4.1 remain valid under this weaker assumption as

the proofs of the relevant results of [P1] (Lemma 3.11, Corollary 3.12.a)) and

[P2] (Proposition 3.3.3) run through without any problems.

A morphism ϕ : (P1,X1) −→ (P2,X2) of mixed Shimura data consists of a

morphism ϕ : P1 −→ P2 and a P1(IR) ·U1( lC)–equivariant map ψ : X1 −→ X2

such that

X1
ψ−→ X2

h1

y
yh2

Hom(S lC, P1, lC)
ϕ∗−→ Hom(S lC, P2, lC)

commutes.

If ψ is injective and ϕ is a closed immersion, then the morphism is called an

embedding.

†For the definition of neatness, see [P1], 0.6 or [P2], 3.2.
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If Ki ≤ Pj(IAf), i = 1, 2, satisfy ϕ(K1) ≤ K2, then there is a canonical map

[ϕ]( lC) = [ϕ]K1,K2
( lC) : MK1(P1,X1)( lC) −→MK2(P2,X2)( lC) ,

which is holomorphic ([P1], 3.4.b)).

Similarly, if pf ∈ P (IAf ) and K ′ ≤ pf ·K ·p−1
f , we have

[·pf ]( lC) = [·pf ]K′,K( lC) : MK′

(P,X)( lC) −→MK(P,X)( lC),

which is holomorphic, finite and surjective ([P1], 3.4.a)).

We now turn to two of the main results of [P1]:

By [P1], Corollary 8.14 and § 9, every MK(P,X)( lC) is the set of lC–valued points

of a quasi–projective variety MK(P,X) lC over lC.

By [P1], Theorem 11.18, each MK(P,X) lC admits a canonical model MK(P,X),

which is a normal quasi–projective variety over a number field E(P,X), the

so–called reflex field of (P,X), which is given together with fixed embeddings

σ0 : E(P,X) ↪→ lC and σ0 := σ0 |E(P,X).

(For a definition of both the reflex field and the canonical model, see [P1],

Definitions 11.1 and 11.5.)

By [P1], Definition 11.5.a) and Proposition 11.10, all the above holomorphic

maps [ϕ]( lC) and [·pf ]( lC) come from algebraic morphisms [ϕ] lC and [·pf ] lC, that

descend to the reflex field of the source. These morphisms will be denoted by

the symbols [ϕ] and [·pf ] respectively. If K is neat, then [·pf ] is étale.

By [P1], Corollary 3.12.a), 3.14, 3.22 and Corollary 3.12.b), up to an error

obtained by dividing out the action of a finite group, we may think of

[π] : MK(P,X) −→Mπ(K)(G,H)

as a torus–torsor over an abelian scheme over Mπ(K)(G,H).

The abelian scheme is of relative dimension 1
2
dim V , the torus–torsor is of rel-

ative dimension dimU over the abelian scheme.

We need to be more precise since we want to show that, possibly up to the

geometrical connectedness of MK(P,X), we are in the situation studied in [W2],

§ 3.
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Fix once and for all a Levi section i : G −→ P of π.

It is not difficult to see that H = (W (IR) · U( lC))\X: see the remark following

[P1], Proposition 2.9. Or look at the proof of [P1], Proposition 2.9 and use

[P1], Lemma 1.17 and Corollary 2.12, together with the connectedness of the

topological group W (IR)·U( lC).

Next, if x ∈ X, then i ◦π ◦hx and hx are conjugate under W (IR) · U( lC): namely,

the map

W (IR)·U( lC)−→




Levi decompositions of P lC, that,

modulo U lC, are defined over IR



 ,

p 7−→ p·CentP lC
(hx ◦w)·p−1

is a bijection; see the proof of [P1], Proposition 1.16.b). Since Lie(W ) has nega-

tive weights, the group CentP lC
(i ◦π ◦hx ◦w) defines such a decomposition, hence

CentP lC
(i ◦π ◦hx ◦w) = p·CentP lC

(hx ◦w)·p−1 = CentP lC
(int(p) ◦hx ◦w)

for some p ∈ W (IR)·U( lC). But i ◦π ◦hx and int(p) ◦hx both lift π ◦hx. Since they

land in the same Levi subgroup, they are equal.

This, together with [P1], Corollary 2.12 and the connectedness of W (IR)·U( lC)

shows that i : G −→ P can be extended to an embedding

i : (G,H) −→ (P,X)

which is uniquely determined by the following properties:

a) π ◦ i = id(G,H).

b) for any x ∈ X, the element i ◦π(x) lies in the same connected component

as x, i.e., i ◦π(x) and x are conjugate under W (IR)·U( lC).†

Remark: Note that the existence of such a splitting i on the level of Shimura

data shows that the following holds for any V ∈ RepF (P ) and x ∈ X:

the decomposition

Wn,x(V) lC =
⊕

p+q≤n

Hp,q
x (V) , F p

x (V lC) =
⊕

p′≥p

Hp′,q
x (V)

†Note that by [P1], Proposition 2.17.b), there is exactly one morphism i with property a).

That it has property b) can also be seen from the proof there.
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corresponding to the action of S lC on V lC given by hx is the unique decomposition

satisfying

Hq,p ≡ Hp,q mod
⊕

p′<p

q′<q

Hp′,q′ .

Namely, if x ∈ i(H), then by axiom i), hx is defined over IR.

Therefore, we even have the equality

Hq,p
x (V) = Hp,q

x (V) .

It clearly also holds for any P (IR)–translate of x. So let u ∈ U( lC). Because of

the Hodge–type of LieU , we have

Hp,q
u(x)(V) ≡ Hp,q

x (V) mod
⊕

p′<q

q′<p

Hp′,q′

x (V) .

By induction on the smallest weight of V, one shows finally

⊕

p′<p

q′<q

Hq′,p′
x (V) =

⊕

p′<p

q′<q

Hp′,q′

x (V) .

The uniqueness of a decomposition as above is proven in [CKS], Theorem 2.13.

We use i to write P = W×G.

Fix a neat open compact subgroup L of G(IAf ) and an open compact subgroup

KW of W (IAf), which is stable under conjugation by i(L).

Set K := KW×L.

We want to study

[π] = [π]K,L : MK(P,X) −→ML(G,H) .

Writing

(Pa,Xa) := (P,X)/U ,

πm : (P,X) −→ (Pa,Xa) ,

πa : (Pa,Xa) −→ (G,H)

such that π = πa ◦πm, we have

MK(P,X)
[πm]−→Mπm(K)(Pa,Xa)

[πa]−→ML(G,H) .

By [P1], Corollary 3.12.a), 3.14 and the algebraicity of the group structure, [πa]

is an abelian scheme, the zero section being given by

[πm] ◦ [i] : ML(G,H) −→Mπm(K)(Pa,Xa) .
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Assume temporarily that (P,X) is irreducible, i.e. ([P1], 2.13), that there does

not exist a proper normal subgroup of P defined over lQ, through which hx

factors for some (hence any) x ∈ X.

By [P1], Proposition 2.14, P acts on LieU through a scalar character P −→ G| m.

This implies that any subgroup of U is normal in P . Choose a basis (u1, . . . , ul)

of U = LieU . View Uj := 〈uj〉 lQ as a quotient of U and consider the projections

π′m,j,U : U −→→ Uj .

Write

(Pj,Xj) := (P,X)/ker(π′m,j,U) , π′m,j : (P,X) −→ (Pj,Xj) .

As explained above, the mixed Shimura data (Pj,Xj) admit morphisms

π′′m,j : (Pj,Xj) −→ (Pa,Xa)

such that π′′m,j
◦π′m,j = πm for all j.

It is clear that P is the fibre product of the Pj over Pa. As before, we have

Xj = (ker(π′m,j))( lC)\X and Xa = U( lC)\X. Since the action of U( lC) on X is

faithful, X is the fibre product of the Xj over Xa.

It follows that (P,X) is the fibre product of the (Pj,Xj) over (Pa,Xa) in the

category of mixed Shimura data (compare [P1], 2.20).

Now if KU := KW ∩ U(IAf) = K ∩ U(IAf ) happens to be of the shape

KU1 × . . .×KUl ,

where KUj := K ∩ Uj(IAf ), then K is the fibre product of the π′m,j(K) over

πm(K).

We claim that for given K, it is always possible to choose the basis (u1, . . . , ul)

in such a way that KU = KU1 × . . .×KUl: use the fact that

Λ 7−→ Λ⊗ZZ

∏

p

ZZp

gives a bijective correspondence between the set of ZZ–lattices of rank l in U( lQ)

and the set of open compact subgroups of U(IAf ). The claim follows from the

basic theory of principal divisors for free modules over ZZ of finite rank.

So we assume that our basis has this property.

By [P1], Lemma 3.11 together with the remark preceding its proof, MK(P,X)

is the fibre product of the Mπ′
m,j

(K)(Pj,Xj) over Mπm(K)(Pa,Xa).
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More precisely, we get a morphism of MK(P,X) to the fibre product, which by

[P1], Lemma 3.11 is an isomorphism after ⊗E(P,X) lC, hence is an isomorphism

altogether.

Now let j ∈ {1, . . . , l}. We want to study

[π′′m,j] : Mπ′
m,j

(K)(Pj,Xj) −→Mπm(K)(Pa,Xa) .

By [P1], Corollary 3.12.b) (with ϕ := π′′m,j and (P∗,X∗) := (G| m, h(H0)) as in

[P1], 2.8, using the map (Pj,Xj) −→ (P∗,X∗) given by [P1], Proposition 2.14),

[π′′m,j] is an algebraic G| m–torsor: the holomorphic maps occurring in the proof

of [P1], Corollary 3.12.b) are all algebraic, and the unipotent extension

(P ′,X′) −→ (P∗,X∗)

occurring in the claim of [P1], Corollary 3.12.b) is precisely (P0, h(X0)) as in

[P1], 2.24. On the level of Shimura varieties, this arrow turns into the morphism

of schemes over lQ

G| m, lQ ×Spec( lQ) Spec(EL) −→ Spec(EL)

for a number field EL. This claim is proven in [P1], Proposition 11.15: the

automorphism of order 2 of (P0,X0) already comes from (G| m,H0), hence only

affects the field MK∗

(G| m,H0) in [P1], Proposition 11.14.

So each [π′′m,j] is the total space of a line bundle over Mπm(K)(Pa,Xa) with the

zero section removed.

Theorem 1.3: Let (P,X) be mixed Shimura data, i : (G,H) ↪→ (P,X) as above,

L ≤ G(IAf ) neat, open and compact, KW ≤ W (IAf ) open, compact and stable

under conjugation by i(L) , K := KW×L.

Then [π] : MK(P,X) −→ML(G,H) factors into

MK(P,X)
[πm]−→Mπm(K)(Pa,Xa)

[πa]−→ML(G,H) ,

where [πa] is an abelian scheme with zero section [πm] ◦ [i], and [πm] is the fi-

bre product over Mπm(K)(Pa,Xa) of total spaces of line bundles with their zero

sections removed. [i] defines a rigidification of every such line bundle, i.e., a

trivialization along the zero section of [πa].
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Proof: If (P,X) is irreducible, the claims, up to the last one, were shown in

the course of the above discussion. For the rigidification of the line bundles, we

apply base change by πm ◦ i to the whole situation ([P1], 2.20) and thus may

assume that W = U . But then [π′m,j] ◦ [i] defines a section “one” of [π′′m,j], which

is a G| m–torsor over ML(G,H). So we have defined an isomorphism of [π′′m,j] and

G| m,ML(G,H).

In the general case, let P1 be the smallest normal subgroup of P containing the

images of all hx. By [P1], 2.13, we have the equality P = P1 ·π−1(Z(G)): set

S1 := ker(Norm : S −→ G| m,IR). For the proof of the equality, we may suppose

P = G = Gad. By axiom v) and since hx(S
1) ⊂ P1,IR, the group (P/P1)IR is of

compact type, hence equal to 1 by axiom vi). So axiom vii)’ implies that any

neat arithmetic subgroup of P ( lQ) is already contained in P1( lQ).

In [P1], 2.13 it is described how (P,X) can be “covered” by irreducible Shimura

data (P1,X1,i) where the X1,i are simply P1(IR) ·U( lC)–orbits in X, which turn

out to be unions of connected components of X. In particular, 1.2.a) shows that

MK(P,X) is the union of Shimura varieties associated to irreducible Shimura

data (P1,X1,i), possibly identified by algebraic isomorphisms. q.e.d.

Observe that ML(G,H) won’t in general be geometrically connected. In fact

its finitely many geometrically connected components cannot be expected to be

defined over E(G,H) (= E(P,X) by [P1], 11.2.b)) but over some extension field

EL(G,H), that depends on L.

Corollary 1.4: [π] can be compactified in such a way that MK(P,X) is the

complement of a relative divisor with normal crossings in a smooth, projective

ML(G,H)–scheme.

Proof: Mπm(K)(Pa,Xa) and ML(G,H) are quasi–projective over E(P,X), hence

([Ha], II, Exercise 4.8) [πa] is quasi–projective, hence projective.

So it suffices to prove the claim for [πm] instead of [π]. As in [P1], 5.5 we may

compactify each of the line bundles to give a (lP1)l–bundle over Mπm(K)(Pa,Xa).

By [Ha], II, Exercise 7.10.c), this is a smooth, projective scheme over

Mπm(K)(Pa,Xa). The complement of MK(P,X) is a relative divisor with normal

crossings. q.e.d.

So except for the geometrical connectedness ofML(G,H), we are in the situation

of [W2], § 3.
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Analyzing the proof of 1.3, it is not hard to see that 1.4 holds without the

assumption on the special shape of the neat subgroup K of P (IAf ). Also, it is

true more generally for morphisms [ϕ] corresponding to morphisms of Shimura

data

(P,X) −→ (P,X)/W0

where W0 ≤ W is a normal subgroup of P .

Definition:

a) Let X be a pathwise connected topological space, x ∈ X such that

π1(X, x) is finitely generated, and denote by W (π1(X, x)) the Tannakian

dual of the category of unipotent representations of π1(X, x) over lQ.

X is called a unipotent K(π, 1) if the natural map

H ·(W (π1(X, x)), lQ) −→ H ·(X, lQ)

is an isomorphism.

b) Let X be a pathwise connected scheme ([SGA4,III], Exp. IX, Définition

2.12) over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0, x a geometric

point such that π1(X, x) is topologically finitely generated, and denote

by Wl(π1(X, x)) the Tannakian dual of the category of unipotent l–adic

representations of π1(X, x).

X is called a unipotent l–K(π, 1) if the natural map

H ·(Wl(π1(X, x)), lQl) −→ H ·ét(X, lQl)

is an isomorphism.

Example: If a nilpotent finitely generated group is the fundamental group of a

topological space X, and X is aK(π, 1), then X is a unipotent K(π, 1) (compare

the remarks preceding and following [W2], Lemma 2.4).

We recall the following result:

Lemma 1.5: ([W2], Lemma 4.1.)

If k can be embedded into lC, and if X/k is connected and of finite type, then

for any embedding k ↪→ lC such that π1(X( lC), x) is finitely generated, X is a

unipotent l–K(π, 1) if and only if X( lC) is a unipotent K(π, 1).
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Since we shall always be in the situation of the lemma, we shall always loosely

speak of unipotent K(π, 1)s when considering schemes, the condition being

checked at any prime number l or over lC.

We shall occasionally write [π] for the morphism [π]⊗E(P,X)E(P,X) of varieties

over the algebraic closure E(P,X) of E(P,X), and [π] lC for the morphism of

topological spaces underlying [π]( lC).

Lemma 1.6: The fibres of [π] are unipotent K(π, 1)s.

Proof: By 1.5, this can be checked on the level of [π] lC. By [P1], 3.13, the

fundamental groups of the fibres of [π] lC are nilpotent. So it remains to show

that the fibres are K(π, 1)s.

But this follows from the very construction of MK(P,X)( lC) as a quotient of X:

namely, as H = (W (IR)·U( lC))\X and since W (IR)·U( lC) acts faithfully on X,

the universal covering of the fibres of [π] lC is the contractible space W (IR)·U( lC).

q.e.d.

§ 2 The canonical construction of mixed sheaves: Hodge version

As is apparent from the results recalled at the beginning of § 1, the desire for

a Hodge theoretical version of the construction of mixed sheaves on Shimura

varieties from representations of the underlying group P dictates almost all of

the axioms one imposes on mixed Shimura data.

The main part of this paragraph will be taken up by proving that the variations

of Hodge structure arising via representations satisfy admissibility in the sense

of [Ka].

Let (P,X), (G,H) be as in § 1, π : (P,X) −→ (G,H) the projection, K ≤ P (IAf )

an arbitrary neat open compact subgroup, L := π(K).

Our aim is to define a tensor functor

µK,∞,σ0
: RepF (P ) −→ [π] lC–UVarF (MK(P,X) lC)

for any subfield F of IR.

Here, VarF (ML(G,H) lC) is defined to be the full subcategory of those objects of

the category of graded–polarizable variations of F–MHS on ML(G,H)( lC), that

are admissible in the sense of [Ka]. Furthermore, [π] lC–UVarF (MK(P,X) lC) is the

category of admissible variations on MK(P,X) lC, which are [π] lC–unipotent, i.e.,
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admit a filtration, whose graded objects lie in [π]∗lCVarF (ML(G,H) lC).

Each V ∈ RepF (P ) defines a local system

P ( lQ)\(X× (P (IAf)/K)×V) on MK( lC) = P ( lQ)\(X× (P (IAf )/K)) .

So on any connected component Γ(pf)\X0 of MK( lC), the local system is canon-

ically isomorphic to Γ(pf)\(X0 ×V).

By definition, p ∈ P ( lQ) transforms the MHS on V at x ∈ X into the one at

p(x).

So the variations of F–Hodge structure given by 1.1.b) descend to MK( lC), as

does the property of graded–polarizability: by axiom vi), the representation of

P on GrW
· V automatically factors through G. Since G is reductive, RepF (G)

is semisimple, hence we may apply 1.1.c) to get a polarization of each GrW
n V

on X, which is P ( lQ)–equivariant, hence also descends to MK( lC). Since W acts

trivially on GrW
· V, the variation associated to V is [π]( lC)–unipotent.

Observe that this construction of variations is well–behaved under the mor-

phisms [ϕ]( lC) and [·pf ]( lC):

if ϕ : (P1,X1) −→ (P2,X2) is a morphism of Shimura data, and ϕ(K1) ≤ K2,

then for any V ∈ RepF (P2) there is a canonical isomorphism

µK1,∞,σ0
(ϕ∗V)

∼−→ [ϕ]( lC)∗µK2,∞,σ0
(V)

of variations of Hodge structure.

Similarly, if pf ∈ P (IAf), and K ′ ≤ pf ·K · p−1
f , then [·pf ]( lC) induces an isomor-

phism µK′,∞,σ0
(V)

∼−→ [·pf ]( lC)∗µK,∞,σ0
(V) of variations.

In order to prove admissibility it turns out to be necessary to show that the

generic pro–variation of [W2], § 3 arises via the canonical construction.

So let i : (G,H) −→ (P,X) be as before and assume temporarily that K is of

the shape KW×L. Then [π] admits the section [i].

We recall the definition of Gen[i] lC:

Fix y ∈ML( lC), and set x := [i] lC(y). Write x := x and y := y when considering

x and y as elements of the topological space MK( lC). The local system under-

lying the restriction of Gen[i] lC to the connected component containing x is the

completion of the group ring of π1(M
K( lC)y, x) with respect to powers of the

augmentation ideal, equipped with the action of

π1(M
K( lC), x) = π1(M

K( lC)y, x)×π1(M
L( lC), y)
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given by multiplication of the first factor and conjugation of the second. The

weight and Hodge filtration can be defined fibrewise by observing that the fibre

over y′ ∈ ML( lC) is canonically isomorphic to the local system underlying the

“canonical variation with basepoint y′” of [HZ], § 1.

Since these data provide an example of the “path space variations” considered

in [HZ], §§ 4 and 6, they define a pro–object Gen[i] lC of [π] lC–UVar lQ(MK
lC ).

For details see [W2], § 3.

Definition: Log∞,σ0
:= Log(i, K)∞,σ0

:= Gen[i] lC is called the logarithmic pro–

variation on MK(P,X) lC.

Log∞,σ0
comes equipped with a section

1 ∈ (W0 ∩ F 0)(Γ(ML(G,H) lC, [i]
∗
lCLog∞,σ0

)).

The pair (Log∞,σ0
, 1) is rigid, i.e., it admits no non–trivial automorphisms. In

fact, this already holds on the level of underlying pro–local systems ([W2], The-

orem 3.5.iii)). Log∞,σ0
carries the structure of cocommutative coalgebra. It in-

duces on [i]∗lCLog∞,σ0
a Hopf algebra structure. Furthermore, the pair (Log∞,σ0

, 1)

has the universal property of [W2], Theorem 3.5.i).

Now consider the following pro–object of Rep lQ(P ):

let Û(LieW ) be the completed universal envelope of LieW .

W acts by multiplication, and i(G) acts by conjugation. In addition, there is

an element 1∈H0(i(G), Û(LieW )). After applying µK,∞,σ0
, we get a graded–

polarizable pro–variation of Hodge structure G := µK,∞,σ0
(Û(LieW )) on MK( lC)

and a section 1∈(W0 ∩ F 0)(Γ(ML( lC), [i]( lC)∗G)). G carries the structure of co-

commutative coalgebra since this is already true on the level of representations.

Similarly, [i]( lC)∗G is equipped with a Hopf algebra structure.

We don’t know a priori that G is admissible.

However, this follows from the next result:

Theorem 2.1: There is a unique morphism

ϕ : Log(i, K)∞,σ0
−→ µK,∞,σ0

(Û(LieW ))

of pro–variations of Hodge structure sending 1 to 1. It is an isomorphism of

cocommutative coalgebras, and [i]( lC)∗(ϕ) respects the multiplicative structure

of both sides.
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Before giving the proof, which is somewhat involved, we show that 2.1 implies

admissibility of every variation of Hodge structure arising via the canonical

construction.

Theorem 2.2: The construction described further above defines a tensor func-

tor

µK,∞,σ0
: RepF (P ) −→ [π] lC–UVarF (MK(P,X) lC)

for any neat open compact subgroup K of P (IAf ).

Proof: First suppose P = G is reductive.

Let V ∈ Rep lQ(P ). It is the direct sum of its pure constituents. So we may

suppose V is pure. The associated variation is pure, and since Γ(pf) is an arith-

metic subgroup, it stabilizes a ZZ–lattice in any algebraic representation of P

over lQ. By Schmid’s Nilpotent Orbit Theorem ([Sch], Theorem 4.9; recall ([Ka],

§ 0) that we check admissibility via the curve test), the variation associated to

any such representation is admissible. In particular, we may take a faithful rep-

resentation of P over lQ. After scalar extension to F , it generates RepF (P ) as a

tensor category ([DM], proof of Proposition 2.20.b)).

This proves the claim if P = G is reductive.

For the general case, we recall that admissibility can be checked after base

change with a finite covering of ML(G,H) ([Ka], Lemma 1.9.1).

So we may assume K is of the shape

K = KW×L

and get a section

[i] : ML −→MK

of [π].

Now the finite–dimensional subquotients of Û(LieW ), together with π∗RepF (G),

generate RepF (P ) as a full Tannakian subcategory, that is closed under forma-

tion of subobjects. So the assertion follows from the pure case and 2.1. q.e.d.

In Tannakian terms, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 admit the following reformulation:

fix y ∈ML(G,H)( lC), and let x := [i] lC(y).

Then if Px and Gy denote the Tannaka duals of [π] lC–UVarF (MK(P,X)0
lC) and

VarF (ML(G,H)0
lC), where 0 denotes the connected components containing x and

y respectively, µK,∞,σ0
and µL,∞,σ0

define morphisms

Px −→ P , Gy −→ G ,
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and the diagram

(∗)
1−→W x −→ Px

[π]−→←−
[i]

Gy −→ 1

o
y

y
y

1−→ W −→ P
π−→←−
i

G −→ 1

commutes. Here, the isomorphism

W x
∼−→W

is induced by [W2], Corollary 3.4.i) and the identification of the fundamental

group of the fibre of [π] lC over y with an arithmetic subgroup of W ( lQ) (see the

proof of 2.4).

Theorem 2.3: Let d be the relative dimension of [π], and consider µK,∞,σ0

and µL,∞,σ0
as functors into the categories MHMF (MK

lC ) and MHMF (ML
lC ) of

algebraic mixed F–Hodge modules ([S1], [S2], in particular [S2], Theorem 3.27)

on MK(P,X) lC and ML(G,H) lC respectively.

Then for any q, there is a commutative diagram

RepF (P )
µK,∞,σ0→MHMF (MK

lC )

Hq(W, −)
y

yHq−d([π] lC)∗

RepF (G)
µL,∞,σ0→MHMF (ML

lC )

of functors.

Proof: Corollary 1.4 and Lemma 1.6 show that the hypotheses of [W2], Theo-

rem 4.3 are met for q0 :=∞. Our claim follows from the commutativity of the

diagram (∗). q.e.d.

We prepare the proof of Theorem 2.1:

Lemma 2.4: The statement of 2.1 holds on the level of underlying pro–local

systems, i.e., there is a unique morphism

ϕ : For(Log(i, K)∞,σ0
) −→ For(µK,∞,σ0

(Û(LieW )))

of pro–local systems sending 1 to 1. It is an isomorphism of cocommutative

coalgebras, and [i]
∗

lC(ϕ) respects the multiplicative structure of both sides.
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Proof: Choose a base point y ∈ ML( lC) and set x := [i] lC(y) ∈ MK( lC). These

choices give an identification of the split exact sequence

1 −→ Γ(pf) ∩W ( lQ) −→ Γ(pf)
π−→←−
i

Γ(gf) −→ 1

and the split exact sequence of fundamental groups

1 −→ π1(M
K( lC)y, x) −→ π1(M

K( lC), x)
[π] lC−→←−
[i] lC

π1(M
L( lC), y) −→ 1 .

In particular, by [D1], 9.5, we get an identification of W and the pro–unipotent

envelope of the group

π1(M
K( lC)y, x) .

So we obtain an isomorphism of For(Log(i, K)∞,σ0
) and For(G) respecting the

multiplicative structure. By [W2], Theorem 3.5.ii) this is the only morphism

sending 1 to 1. q.e.d.

We have to show that ϕ respects the weight and Hodge filtrations. In the course

of the proof of 2.1, we shall frequently apply base change to and from other

Shimura data and compose ϕ with isomorphisms of variations of Hodge struc-

ture.

The rigidity assertion of 2.4 will make it easy to keep track of the identifications

made.

For example, if gf ∈G(IAf ) and L′ = gf ·L·g−1
f , K ′ = i(gf )·K ·i(gf)

−1, then we

have an isomorphism

G ′ := µK′,∞,σ0
(Û(LieW ))

∼−→ [·i(gf)]( lC)∗G

of variations of Hodge structure sending 1′ ∈ (W0 ∩ F 0)(Γ(ML′

( lC), [i]( lC)∗G ′))
to [·gf ]

∗1.

On the other hand, by [W2], Theorem 3.5.i), there is an isomorphism

Log(i, K ′)∞,σ0

∼−→ [·i(gf)]
∗
lCLog(i, K)∞,σ0

of variations respecting the unit sections.

2.4 tells us that under these isomorphisms, ϕ′ is transformed into [·i(gf)]( lC)∗ϕ.

In particular, if ϕ′ respects the weight and Hodge filtrations at some point

x′ ∈MK′

( lC), then ϕ respects the filtrations at [·i(gf)](x
′) ∈MK( lC).
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Lemma 2.5: The statement of 2.1 holds if U = 0, i.e., if [π] lC is an abelian

scheme.

Proof: First assume that G is a torus. Then ML
lC is just a finite set of points

([P1], Example 2.6), and MK
lC is projective over Spec( lC). But then the admissi-

bility condition is empty, and G ∈ [π] lC–UVar lQ(MK(P,X) lC). By [W2], Theorem

3.5.i), there is a unique morphism

ϕ : Log(i, K)∞,σ0
−→ G

sending 1 to 1.

2.4 tells us that the underlying morphism of pro–local systems is ϕ. So we get

the desired assertion in this case.

Now let G be arbitrary. Since the weight and Hodge filtrations are sub–vector

bundles it will be sufficient to show that ϕ respects them on a subset of MK( lC)

not contained in any proper closed analytic subset.

By [P1], Lemma 11.6, there is an embedding of Shimura data

k : (T,Y) −→ (G,H)

with a torus T , and by [P1], Lemma 11.7, the union of the images of the maps

[·gf ]( lC) ◦ [k]( lC) : ML′

(T,Y)( lC) −→ML(G,H)( lC) ,

for all L′ ≤ T (IAf) open compact, and gf ∈ G(IAf ) such that this map is defined,

is not contained in any proper closed analytic subset of ML( lC).

Observe that we may suppose (T,Y) to be irreducible. Since the weight cochar-

acter G| m,IR −→ TIR is trivial and S/w(G| m, lQ) is of compact type, T itself is of

compact type, and hence axiom vii)’ is satisfied.

By the remark preceding the lemma, is suffices to show the statement after base

change with [k]( lC). But by 2.4, this yields the morphism ϕ for the base changed

situation, where we already know the statement is true. q.e.d.

In particular, Lemma 2.5 gives a canonical identification of the variations

(H−d+1([π] lC)∗ lQ(0))∨ and µL,∞,σ0
(LieW )

if U = 0, where d = 1
2
dimV is the relative dimension of [π].†

†We follow the notation of [W2], § 4, i.e., use the “perverse” rather than the “classical”

numbering of the higher direct images. So H−d+1([π] lC)∗ lQ(0) is a variation of Hodge structure

whose underlying local system is R1([π] lC)∗ lQ.
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Indeed, since [i]∗lCϕ respects the multiplicative structure, it induces an isomor-

phism of a/a2 and µL,∞,σ0
(b/b2), where a and b denote the respective augmen-

tation ideals of [i]∗lCLog(i, K)∞,σ0
and Û(LieW ).

But these quotients are canonically isomorphic to the above variations respec-

tively.

Lemma 2.6: Let i : (G,H) −→ (P,X) be the fixed splitting of π. For each

v ∈ W ( lQ), let

iv : (G,H) −→ (P,X)

be the splitting covering

iv := int(v) ◦ i : G −→ P ,

and

[iv] : MLv(G,H) ↪→MK(P,X) , where Lv := i−1
v (K).

Then
⋃

v∈W ( lQ)

[iv] lC(MLv( lC)) ⊂MK( lC)

is not contained in any proper closed analytic subset of MK( lC).

Proof: The union equals

⋃

v∈W ( lQ)

P ( lQ)\
(
P ( lQ)(i(H)× (i(G)(IAf )v

−1K/K))
)
.

Since W is unipotent, W (IAf) = W ( lQ)·KW , and the union is equal to

P ( lQ)\
(
(P ( lQ)·i(H))× P (IAf )/K

)
.

Now copy the proof of [P1], Lemma 11.7. q.e.d.

Lemma 2.7: Let K = KW×L and v ∈ W (IAf ).

Then KW is contained in an open compact subgroup K̃W of W (IAf ) containing

v and stable under i(L).

Proof: The group generated by KW , v and its i(L)–translates is still open and

compact. This claim is quite obvious in the case where W is abelian. The general

case follows since W is unipotent. q.e.d.
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Lemma 2.8: The statement of 2.1 holds if W = U , i.e., if

MK(P,X) lC = G| l
m, lC ×Spec( lC) M

L(G,H) lC .

Proof: By 2.6, it suffices to show that [iv]
∗

lC(ϕ) respects the weight and Hodge

filtrations, for any v ∈ W ( lQ).

Let K̃ := K̃W×L as in 2.7. K̃ is still neat, and µK,∞,σ0
= [·1]∗lC ◦µK̃,∞,σ0

, where

[·1] : MK(P,X) −→M K̃(P,X) .

On the other hand, Log(i, K)∞,σ0
= [·1]∗lC(Log(i, K̃)∞,σ0

) as follows from [W2],

Theorem 3.5.i), so we may assume v is contained in K.

But then, the morphisms on the level of varieties [i] and [iv] coincide, and we

are reduced to the case v = 1.

[i]∗lCLog(i, K)∞,σ0
is the completed symmetric algebra in

(H−l+1([π] lC)∗ lQ(0))∨ = lQ(1)dimU ,

and µL,∞,σ0
(Û(LieW )) is the completed symmetric algebra in µL,∞,σ0

(LieW ),

which is also lQ(1)dimU . In order to prove this last claim, observe that µK,∞,σ0

factors through Rep lQ(P1), where P1 is as in the proof of 1.3. By [P1], Proposition

2.14, P1 acts on LieW through a scalar character P1 −→ G| m, and the claim

follows because of weight reasons.

Since [i]
∗

lC(ϕ) respects the embeddings of the Lie algebras in their universal

envelopes, and since any morphism

For( lQ(1)) −→ For( lQ(1))

respects the weight and Hodge filtrations, we get the desired conclusion. q.e.d.

We recall the definition of the Shimura data (CSp2g, lQ,H2g), (V2g×CSp2g, lQ,H′2g)

and (P2g,X2g) for g ∈ lN ([P1], Examples 2.7 and 2.25)†:

let dim lQ(V2g) = 2g,

Ψ : V2g × V2g −→ lQ

a nondegenerate alternating form,

CSp2g, lQ the group of all f ∈ GL(V2g) such that

Ψ(f(v), f(v′)) = λ(f)·Ψ(v, v′)

for some λ(f) ∈ G| m,

†By definition, lN is the set of positive integers, and lN0 is the set of non–negative integers.
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H2g the set of all homomorphisms

k : S −→ CSp2g,IR

which induce a pure Hodge structure of type {(−1, 0), (0,−1)} on V2g and for

which either Ψ or −Ψ defines a polarization.

CSp2g, lQ is known to be reductive.

By the construction of “unipotent extension” explained in [P1], 2.16 and Propo-

sition 2.17, there exist mixed Shimura data (P2g,a,X2g,a) := (V2g×CSp2g, lQ,H′2g)

and (P2g,X2g), P2g denoting the group W2g×CSp2g, lQ, where

1 −→ U2g −→W2g −→ V2g −→ 1

is the central extension by U2g := G| a, lQ defined by Ψ.

We have morphisms

(P2g,X2g)
πm−→ (P2g,a,X2g,a)

πa−→ (CSp2g, lQ,H2g)

of Shimura data.

By Lemma 2.5, the statement of 2.1 holds for (P2g,a,X2g,a).

In particular, we have the canonical identification of admissible variations

(H−g+1([πa] lC)∗ lQ(0))∨
∼−→ µL,∞,σ0

(V2g)

for any neat, open and compact L ≤ CSp2g(IAf).

Lemma 2.9: Let (P,X) be irreducible Shimura data.

Let 2g := dim lQ(V ) > 0 and l − 1 := dim lQ(U).

Then there exist morphisms

(P ′,X′)−→ (P,X)

and (P ′,X′)−→
l∏

i=1

(P2g,X2g)

of Shimura data with the following properties:

a) P ′ −→ P is an epimorphism. Its kernel is of dimension 1 and of weight

−2.

So the pure Shimura data underlying (P ′,X′) coincide with (G,H).

b) the induced map

(P ′,X′) −→ (G,H)×∏l

i=1
(CSp2g, lQ,H2g)

l∏

i=1

(P2g,X2g)

is an embedding.
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Proof: In the proof of [P1], 2.26.b), the above morphisms are constructed. a)

follows directly from 2.26.b), while b) follows from the last statement on page

45 in [P1]. q.e.d.

For the proof of Theorem 2.1, we essentially reduce ourselves to this case.

We need one last preparatory result:

Theorem 2.10: Let L ≤ CSp2g(IAf) be neat, open and compact.

a) In Var lQ(ML(CSp2g, lQ,H2g) lC), every extension

0 −→ lQ(1) −→ E −→ (H−g+1([πa] lC)∗ lQ(0))∨ −→ 0

splits.

b) Any splitting of the underlying extension of local systems in a) is com-

patible with the weight and Hodge filtrations.

Proof: a) On a complex manifold, to give a one–extension of local systems in

the category of perverse sheaves is equivalent to giving a one–extension in the

category of local systems. By [S2], Theorem 3.27, we have to show that

Ext1
MHM lQ(ML

lC
)( lQ(−1),H−g+1([πa] lC)∗ lQ(0)) =

Ext1
MHM lQ(ML

lC
)( lQ(0),H−g+1([πa] lC)∗ lQ(0)(1))

is zero.

We want to write down the Leray spectral sequence on the level of algebraic

mixed Hodge modules for the map

a : ML
lC −→ Spec( lC) .

This is possible because Hqa∗ and Hqa∗ are defined not only as cohomological

functors but as cohomology objects of functors a∗ and a∗ defined on the level

of derived categories. a∗ and a∗ are adjoint, and although they don’t in general

appear as right or left derived functors, it is possible, using the theory of exact

couples ([Hu], VIII, § 6) to construct the Leray spectral sequence.

We get an exact sequence

0→ Ext1
MHS lQ

( lQ(0), H0(V))→ Ext1
Var lQ(ML

lC
)( lQ(0),V)→ HomMHS lQ

( lQ(0), H1(V)) ,
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where we set V := H−g+1([πa] lC)∗ lQ(0)(1).† Also, we write Hq(V) for the group

Hq(ML( lC),V).

H0(V) and H1(V) can be calculated via cohomology of the fundamental group

Γ(gf) ≤ CSp2g( lQ). Observe that V(−1) corresponds to the representation V2g

of CSp2g.

So there are no non–trivial invariants under Γ(gf), and

H0(V) = 0 .

If g > 1, then by [R], § 3, Theorem 2,

H1(V) = 0 .

For g = 1, we have to analyze the Hodge type of H1(V) more closely.

Its weight zero part is H1
! (V2)(1), which by [Z], § 12, is of Hodge type

{(−1, 1), (1,−1)}. By [S1], 5.3.10, this is the same Hodge structure as the one

given by Saito’s formalism.

Hence there are no non–trivial morphisms of MHS

lQ(0) −→ H1(V) .

Alternatively, it is possible to prove

Ext1
Var lQ(ML

lC
)( lQ(0),V) = 0

for g = 1 without making use of Saito’s formalism by directly writing down the

extension data in terms of multi–valued functions on ML( lC). Unsurprisingly,

these functions turn out to be connected to cusp forms of weight 3 with rational

Eichler–Shimura cocycle. By [Z], § 12, such cusp forms are 0.

b) Any two splittings of the underlying extension of local systems, or rather the

dual extension, differ by a morphism

lQ −→ For(V)

of local systems.

Since H0(V) = 0, there is at most one such splitting. But by a), at least one

splitting exists on the level of variations. q.e.d.

†Actually, the last map is surjective because in the category MHS lQ of mixed graded–

polarizable Hodge structures, all Extqs vanish for q ≥ 2 ([J], Remark 9.3.).
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Remark: We note that the vanishing of Ext1
Var lQ(ML

lC
)( lQ(0),V), for g = 1, implies

Shioda’s theorem: the group of sections of the universal elliptic curve MK
lC over

ML
lC injects, modulo torsion, into this group of extensions via the Abel–Jacobi

map. Hence the Mordell–Weil group of MK
lC consists only of torsion.

Proof of Theorem 2.1: Recall that we have to prove that the isomorphism

ϕ : For(Log(i, K)∞,σ0
)
∼−→ For(G)

of Lemma 2.4 respects the weight and Hodge filtrations.

Without loss of generality, assume W 6= 0. By 2.8, we may also assume that

W 6= U , i.e., that V 6= 0. By the same argument as in the proof of 2.9, it suffices

to show that [i]
∗

lC(ϕ) respects the filtrations.

Since G is reductive and because LieU and LieV have different weights, the

sequence of G–modules

0 −→ LieU −→ LieW −→ LieV −→ 0

splits in a unique way:

LieW = LieU ⊕ LieV ,

so by the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt Theorem ([Hum], 17.3, Corollary C), we get

a non–multiplicative isomorphism of G–modules

Û(LieW ) −→ Û(LieU)⊗̂ lQÛ(LieV )

sending 1 to 1⊗̂1.

We need to show

i) the same statement for the sequence

0 −→ Lie(Ux) −→ Lie(W x)
[πm] lC−→ Lie(V xa

) −→ 0

of variations on ML
lC .

Here, [πm] lC comes from the projection

πm : (P,X) −→ (P,X)/U = (Pa,Xa) ,

xa := [πm]( lC)(x),

Ux is the pro–unipotent envelope of π1(M
K( lC)xa

, x), and

V xa
is the pro–unipotent envelope of π1(M

πm(K)( lC)y, xa).

ii) that under the isomorphism [i]
∗

lC(ϕ), which respects the underlying se-

quences of local systems, the unique splittings correspond.
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Let us first see why i) and ii) conclude the proof:

first observe that because of the multiplicative structure of [i]∗lCLog(i, K)∞,σ0
, the

variation Lie(W x) on ML
lC determines the variation [i]∗lCLog(i, K)∞,σ0

uniquely.

The isomorphism

For(Lie(V xa
))

∼−→ For(µL,∞,σ0
(LieV ))

induced by [i]
∗

lC(ϕ) is exactly the one coming from the relative situation

(Pa,Xa) −→ (G,H) where we know it is compatible with the filtrations by the

remark following 2.5.

The isomorphism

For(Lie(Ux))
∼−→ For(µL,∞,σ0

(LieU))

induced by [i]
∗

lC(ϕ) is automatically compatible with the filtrations since Lie(U x)

and µL,∞,σ0
(LieU) are isomorphic to lQ(1)dimU .

So i) and ii) are necessary and sufficient for [i]
∗

lC(ϕ) itself to respect the filtrations.

Now for the proof of i) and ii):

we may replace (P,X) by the Shimura data (P ′,X′) of 2.9. This has the effect of

enlarging U . The sheaves and the morphism on the level of (P,X) are obtained

by those on the level of (P ′,X′) by taking ker(P ′ −→ P )–coinvariants. Simi-

larly, since (P ′,X′) has the same underlying pure Shimura data as (P̃ , X̃) :=

(G,H)×∏l

i=1
(CSp2g, lQ,H2g)

∏l
i=1(P2g,X2g), we may replace (P ′,X′) by (P̃ , X̃). This

has the effect of enlarging V . The sheaves on the level of (P ′,X′) are subsheaves

of those on the level of (P̃ , X̃), pulled back via the embedding, and an analogous

statement is true for the morphism ϕ.

So we may finally assume (P,X) = (P2g,X2g).

Then i) follows from 2.10.a) while ii) is a direct consequence of 2.10.b). q.e.d.
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§ 3 The canonical construction of mixed sheaves: de Rham version

The aim of this paragraph is to show that the flat vector bundles together

with their connection, weight and Hodge filtrations defined by µK,∞,σ0
descend

canonically to the reflex field E := E(P,X) of our mixed Shimura data.

More precisely, let F be a subfield of IR. Via σ0, we consider E as a subfield of

lC. In particular, the composite FE is defined as a subfield of lC. Recall ([D3],

II, Théorème 5.9) that any flat analytic vector bundle on the set of lC–valued

points of a smooth complex variety carries a canonical algebraic structure. The

algebraic connection is regular at infinity. If the vector bundle underlies an ad-

missible variation of Hodge structure, then the Hodge filtration is a filtration by

subbundles that are algebraic with respect to this canonical algebraic structure

([Ka], Proposition 1.11.3).

So if K is a neat open compact subgroup of P (IAf), the functor µK,∞,σ0
induces

a functor

µK,DR, lC : RepF (P ) −→ [π] lC–UBiF(MK(P,X) lC) ,

where the right hand side denotes the category of [π] lC–unipotent objects in the

category BiF(MK(P,X) lC) of vector bundles on MK(P,X) lC, together with a flat

connection, which is regular at infinity, a finite ascending weight filtration W.

by flat subbundles and a descending Hodge filtration F · by subbundles.

We want to define a functor

µK,DR : RepF (P ) −→ [π]FE–UBiF(MK(P,X)FE) ,

where the right hand side is defined in a manner analogous to the category

above.† We require that µK,DR⊗FE lC = µK,DR, lC and that µK,DR is well behaved

under pull–back via morphisms induced by the action of P (IAf) or by morphisms

of Shimura data.

In the case of pure Shimura data, the existence of µK,DR is due to Milne:

Theorem 3.1: Let (G,H) be pure Shimura data, L ≤ G(IAf ) neat, open and

compact. Then there is a functor

µL,DR : RepF (G) −→ BiF(ML(G,H)FE)

†For the definition of regularity at infinity of a connection over an arbitrary field of char-

acteristic 0, see [D3], II, remark following Définition 4.5.
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with the required properties. Furthermore, if g ≥ 1 and (G,H) = (CSp2g, lQ,H2g),

then µL,DR maps the representation V2g of CSp2g, lQ over lQ to the vector bun-

dle R1[π]∗Ω
·
MK/ML, equipped with the Gauß–Manin connection and the natural

weight and Hodge filtrations. Here we choose a section i of the morphism

π : (V2g×CSp2g, lQ,H′2g) −→ (CSp2g, lQ,H2g) and let K := KV2g×L, where KV2g

is any open compact subgroup of V2g(IAf) stable under conjugation by L, so

[π] : MK −→ML is an abelian scheme of relative dimension g.

Proof: Up to the FE–rationality of the Hodge filtration, the claims follow from

[M], III, Theorem 5.1.a), Lemma 3.1.b) and Example 4.2.a).† Note that we may

replace (G,H) by (G, h(H)). Because of our axiom vii)’, the pure Shimura data

(G,H) satisfy (2.1*) of [M], II, and hence ([M], page 347) G = Gc in the nota-

tion of [M], III.

In order to show that the Hodge filtration is defined over FE, we need to ex-

amine the proof of [M], III, Theorem 5.1.a) more closely.

Let β : H ↪→ Ȟ( lC) be the Borel embedding of H = h(H) ([M], III, § 1 or [P1],

proof of Proposition 1.7), and let V ∈ RepF (G).

Define the standard principal bundle

P (G,H)( lC) := G( lQ) \ (H×G( lC)×G(IAf )) .

By [M], III, Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, there is a G( lC)–equivariant map

γ( lC) : P (G,H)( lC) −→ Ȟ( lC) ,

and if we consider the following diagram:

Ȟ( lC)

H×G(IAf )

P (G,H)( lC)

ML(G,H)( lC)

β ◦pr1

γ( lC) pr13( lC)

@
@

@I

�
�

�	

�
�

��

@
@

@R

then the analytic vector bundle FO(µL,∞,σ0
(V)) underlying µL,∞,σ0

(V) can also

be obtained as follows: V lC defines a vector bundle on Ȟ( lC), and FO(µL,∞,σ0
(V))

†As can be seen from the proof of [M], III, Theorem 5.1.a), the assumption that FE be a

number field is not necessary for our purposes.
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is uniquely determined by requiring that γ( lC)∗(V lC) = pr13( lC)∗(FO(µL,∞,σ0
(V))).

Note that we defined µL,∞,σ0
(V) via the lower branch of the above diagram.

Now Ȟ( lC) and P (G,H)( lC) are the sets of lC–valued points of schemes Ȟ lC and

P (G,H) lC over lC. The main results of [M], III, § 4 state that P (G,H) lC has a

model P (G,H) over E and that pr13( lC) descends to an algebraic morphism pr13

over E ([M], III, Theorems 4.3.a) and 4.1.a)), which is faithfully flat. Further-

more ([M], III, Theorem 4.6.a)), γ( lC) descends to an algebraic morphism γ over

E. Here, the model Ȟ of Ȟ lC over E is given by the fact that E is the field of

definition of the G( lC)–conjugacy class of the µh, h ∈ H.

Now the model of FO(µL,∞,σ0
(V)) is defined by the same rule as above, applied

to the algebraic morphisms

Ȟ γ←− P (G,H)
pr13−→→ML(G,H) .

So what we have to show is that the Hodge filtration of the vector bundle V lC on

Ȟ( lC) is defined over FE. In order to prove this, we may replace V by a faithful

representation ([DM], proof of Proposition 2.20.b)). But then Ȟ lC is realized as

a subvariety of a Grassmannian GL(V) lC/Q, and our claim follows from the

definition of E = E(G,H). q.e.d.

Corollary 3.2: Let (P,X) be mixed Shimura data, and let π denote the pro-

jection (P,X) −→ (G,H) = (P,X)/W .

Choose a section i of π to write P = W×G.

If LieW is pure, then µL,DR(LieW ) = R1[π]∗Ω
·
MK/ML , the latter being equipped

with the Gauß–Manin connection and the natural weight and Hodge filtrations.

Here we let K := KW×L, where KW is any open compact subgroup of W (IAf )

stable under conjugation by L.

Proof: If U = 0, we use 1.1.c) to reduce ourselves to the situation considered

in 3.1.

So let W = U . We may assume that (P,X) is irreducible. Using [P1], Proposi-

tion 2.14, we see that we may replace (P,X) by the mixed Shimura data (P0,X0)

of [P1], 2.24. The underlying pure Shimura data is (G| m, lQ,H0), and there is a

morphism ϕ : (CSp2, lQ,H2) −→ (G| m, lQ,H0). We replace (P0,X0) by its base

change by ϕ, observing that the representation U0 of CSp2, lQ is the determinant

of the representation V2. Since µL,DR respects the tensor structures, our claim

is proven. q.e.d.
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One way of extending the de Rham version of the canonical construction to the

mixed case would be to generalize the results of [M], III, §§ 1–5 in this direction.

We prefer another approach, which uses the results of [W2], § 3: fix a Levi section

i of π : (P,X) −→ (G,H), and let K = KW×L be as before. By the construc-

tion described before [W2], Theorem 3.6, the bifiltered flat pro–vector bundle

underlying the logarithmic pro–variation Log(i, K)∞,σ0
descends canonically to

E, giving rise to a pro–object Log(i, K)DR of [π]–UBiF(MK(P,X)).

Definition: LogDR := Log(i, K)DR is called the logarithmic bifiltered flat pro–

vector bundle on MK(P,X).

LogDR comes equipped with a flat section

1 ∈ (W0 ∩ F 0)(Γ(ML(G,H), [i]∗LogDR)).

The pair (LogDR, 1) is rigid, i.e., it admits no non–trivial automorphisms. In

fact, this already holds on the level of underlying flat vector bundles. LogDR

carries the structure of cocommutative coalgebra. It induces on [i]∗LogDR a

Hopf algebra structure. These claims all follow from

Theorem 3.3: Let VB(ML) and [π]–UVB(MK) denote the Tannakian cate-

gories of flat vector bundles on ML and [π]–unipotent flat vector bundles on

MK , whose connection is regular at infinity. Let For(LogDR) be the pro–object

of [π]–UVB(MK) underlying LogDR.

i) The natural transformation of functors from [π]–UVB(MK) to VB(ML)

ev : [π]∗Hom(For(LogDR), −)−→ i∗ ,

ϕ 7−→ (i∗ϕ)(1)

is an isomorphism.

ii) In particular, the natural transformation of functors from [π]–UVB(MK)

to VecE

Γ(ML, ev)∇=0 : Hom(For(LogDR), −) −→ Γ(ML, i∗ −)∇=0

is an isomorphism.

Proof: This is the remark preceding [W2], Theorem 3.6. q.e.d.
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It follows that for K of the shape above, there is at most one way of defining

µK,DR in a way compatible with both µL,DR and µK,∞,σ0
:

let Û(LieW ) be the completed universal envelope of LieW over lQ, equipped with

the usual action of P . By functoriality, the pro–object G := µK,DR(Û(LieW ))

of [π]–UBiF(MK(P,X)), that we want to define, admits a flat section

1 ∈ (W0 ∩ F 0)(Γ(ML(G,H), [i]∗G)).

By 3.3.ii) there is a unique isomorphism ϕ : For(LogDR)
∼−→ For(G) of flat

vector bundles sending 1 to 1. But since µK,DR ⊗E lC = µK,DR, lC, the pro–

object G⊗̂E lC is the flat bifiltered pro–vector bundle underlying Log∞,σ0
=

µK,∞,σ0
(Û(LieW )). We conclude from [W2], Theorem 3.5.ii) and 3.5.i) that ϕ

must necessarily respect W. and F ·, and so we have a unique isomorphism

LogDR
∼−→ µK,DR(Û(LieW )) sending 1 to 1.

Note that π∗(RepF (G)) and the finite–dimensional subquotients of Û(LieW )⊗̂ lQF

generate RepF (P ) as a Tannakian category. So the extension of µL,DR to RepF (P )

is uniquely determined by its value on Û(LieW )⊗̂ lQF , and we must define

this to be LogDR⊗̂EFE. We have to show that this actually defines a func-

tor µK,DR : RepF (P ) −→ [π]FE–UBiF(MK(P,X)FE), i.e., an FE–structure on

the functor µK,DR, lC.

Observe that the weight–graded parts of Û(LieW ) are subquotients of finite

sums of tensor powers of a/a2, where a denotes the augmentation ideal of

Û(LieW ). This together with Corollary 3.2 shows that for any finite–dimensional

subquotient V of Û(LieW )⊗̂ lQF , on which W acts trivially, the corresponding

subquotient µK,DR, lC(V lC) of LogDR⊗̂E lC carries an FE–structure, which coin-

cides with that given by [π]∗FEµL,DR(V).† Given an arbitrary subquotient V of

Û(LieW )⊗̂ lQF , the flat vector bundle underlying µK,DR, lC(V lC) carries an FE–

structure because the same is true for [i]∗lCµK,DR, lC(V lC): use e.g. [W2], Lemma

2.10. Lemma 2.6 then shows that the bifiltered flat vector bundle µK,DR, lC(V lC)

descends to FE. This is defined to be µK,DR(V).

It remains to define the value of µK,DR on morphisms. We claim that the mor-

phisms on the level of µK,DR, lC descend to FE. This is certainly true for mor-

phisms of representations of G. But a morphism V−→W can be interpreted

as an element of V∨⊗F W invariant under P . It gives rise to a flat section of

†The reader should observe that the image of µK,DR, lC is a subcategory of

[π] lC–UBiF(MK(P,X) lC), that is actually abelian.
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µK,DR, lC(V∨⊗FW), whose FE–rationality can be tested over [i]FE(ML(G,H)FE).

Observe that any open and compact K ≤ P (IAf ) is contained in a subgroup of

the form KW×L: use Lemma 2.7. So we arrive at the following

Theorem 3.4: There is a functor

µK,DR : RepF (P ) −→ [π]FE–UBiF(MK(P,X)FE) ,

which is uniquely determined by the following properties i)–iii):

i) µK,DR ⊗FE lC = µK,DR, lC.

ii) If L := π(K), then the diagram

RepF (P )
µK,DR → [π]FE–UBiF(MK(P,X)FE)

π∗
x

x[π]∗FE

RepF (G)
µL,DR → BiF(ML(G,H)FE)

commutes.

iii) For any neat open compact subgroup K ′ of K, the diagram

RepF (P )

[π]FE–UBiF(MK(P,X)FE)

[π]FE–UBiF(MK′

(P,X)FE)

µK,DR

µK′,DR

[·1]∗FE

HHHHHHHHHj

���������*

6

commutes.

If K is of the shape KW×L, then the pro–object µK,DR(Û(LieW )⊗̂ lQF ) is

mapped to Log(i, K)DR⊗̂EFE. Furthermore, µK,DR has the following prop-

erties:
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iv) For any morphism ϕ : (P ′,X′) −→ (P,X) of Shimura data and any neat

open compact subgroup K ′ ≤ P ′(IAf) such that ϕ(K ′) ≤ K, the diagram

RepF (P ′)
µK′,DR → [π′]FE′–UBiF(MK′

(P,X)FE′)

ϕ∗
x

x[ϕ]∗FE′

RepF (P )
µK,DR ⊗FE FE

′

→ [π]FE′–UBiF(MK(G,X)FE′)

commutes, where we let E ′ := E(P ′,X′).

v) For any pf ∈ P (IAf ), the diagram

RepF (P )

[π]FE–UBiF(MK(P,X)FE)

[π]FE–UBiF(Mpf Kp−1
f (P,X)FE)

µK,DR

µpfKp−1
f

,DR

[·pf ]
∗
FE

HHHHHHHHHj

���������*

6

commutes.

Proof: left to the reader. q.e.d.

If we consider the tensor categories VB(ML
FE) and [π]FE–UVB(MK

FE) of flat

vector bundles on ML
FE and [π]FE–unipotent flat vector bundles on MK

FE, whose

connection is regular at infinity, then we have a commutative diagram

RepF (P )
For(µK,DR) → [π]FE–UVB(MK

FE)

π∗
x

x[π]∗FE

RepF (G)
For(µL,DR) → VB(ML

FE) .

The categories on the right are naturally contained in the respective categories

RH(MK
FE) and RH(ML

FE) of regular holonomic D–modules. For the definition

and basic properties of these categories see [Bo], V–VIII. Observe that the re-

sults of [Bo], VI, VII are valid over arbitrary base fields of characteristic zero.

Furthermore, the functors “inverse image” and “direct image” are compati-

ble with base change of the field. By [Bo], VII, Proposition 10.4.i) and [Bo],
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VI, Proposition 1.7, the regular holonomic D–modules, which are coherent as

modules over the structure sheaf, are precisely the flat vector bundles, whose

connection is regular at infinity.

Theorem 3.5: Let d be the relative dimension of [π], and consider For(µK,DR)

and For(µL,DR) as functors into the categories RH(MK
FE) and RH(ML

FE).

Then for any q, there is a commutative diagram

RepF (P )
For(µK,DR) → RH(MK

FE)

Hq(W, −)
y

yHq−d([π]FE)∗

RepF (G)
For(µL,DR) → RH(ML

FE)

Proof: The existence of a natural transformation

For(µL,DR) ◦Hq(W, −) −→ Hq−d([π]FE)∗ ◦For(µK,DR)

is guaranteed by [Hub], Theorem 2.6.

That it is an isomorphism can be checked over lC. There, it follows from [W2],

Theorem 4.3 and the compatibility of higher direct images under the Riemann–

Hilbert correspondence ([Bo], VIII, Theorems 14.4.i) and 22.4). q.e.d.

§ 4 The canonical construction of mixed sheaves: λ–adic version

We now turn to the λ–adic situation. The picture is incomplete, but at least our

results show that the problem occurring is invariant under unipotent extensions.

Let F/ lQl be finite, K ≤ P (IAf) neat, open and compact, and λ ∈ F a prime

element. For any open normal subgroup K ′ ≤ K, we have the morphism

[·1] = [·1]K′,K : MK′

(P,X) −→MK(P,X)

which identifies MK with MK′

/K.

By [P2], Proposition 3.3.3, whose proof works equally well in the case of mixed

Shimura varieties, [·1] is a Galois covering with Galois group K/K ′. The more

natural thing is to view this as an action from the right. But we consider the

associated action from the left since this will give us the correct comparison

statement:

k ∈ K acts via [·k−1]K′,K′ .
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So K is the Galois group of the pro–covering

lim
←−

K′≤K

MK′

(P,X) −→MK(P,X) .

Via the continuous morphism

K ↪→ P (IAf ) −→→ P ( lQl) ↪→ P (F ) ,

each V ∈ RepF (P ) defines a lisse λ–adic sheaf on MK(P,X).

So we constructed a tensor functor

µK,λ : RepF (P ) −→ [π]–UEtl
F (MK(P,X)) ,

the right hand side denoting the category of those lisse étale F–sheaves on

MK(P,X) admitting a filtration, whose graded objects lie in the image of [π]∗.

Lemma 4.1: Let V ∈ Rep lQ(P ).

Then via the canonical embedding E(P,X)
σ0−→ lC, the local system underlying

µK,∞(V) on MK( lC) corresponds to the l–adic sheaf (µK,λ(V))σ0
on MK

lC .

Proof: straightforward. q.e.d.

In the case of pure Shimura varieties, it is conjectured ([LR], § 6; [P2], Conjecture

5.4.1) that the image of µK,λ is contained in the category of mixed sheaves and

that the weights are “the right ones”. It seems reasonable to do the same in the

mixed case.

We start by defining mixedness for representations of P :

Definition: Let F be any field of characteristic zero, V ∈ RepF (P ).

a) V is called pure of weight n ∈ ZZ if W acts trivally on V and if for one

(hence all) x ∈ X, the rational cocharacter

π ◦hx ◦w : G| m −→ Z(G)

acts on M by

z 7−→ (multiplication by z−n) .

b) V is called mixed of weights n1 ≤ . . . ≤ nr if V has an ascending filtration

W.(V) by subrepresentations such that

GrW
n V





= 0 for n /∈ {ni | i = 1, . . . , r}
is pure of weight ni for n = ni

.
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Using the fact that LieW has weights < 0, it is not hard to see that every

V ∈ RepF (P ) is mixed. Also, the definition of purity coincides with the one

given in 1.1.c) for F ⊂ IR.

Conjecture 4.2: Let F/ lQl be finite.

If V ∈ RepF (P ) has weights n1 ≤ . . . ≤ nr, then µK,λ(V) is a mixed sheaf in

the sense of [D2], VI, and the weight filtration of µK,λ(V) corresponds via µK,λ

to the weight filtration of V.

This conjecture is independent of K. It implies that the image of µK,λ is con-

tained in [π]–UEtl,m
F (MK(P,X)), the full subcategory of [π]–UEtl

F (MK(P,X))

of those objects, that are mixed.

We summarize results of Pink:

Theorem 4.3: ([P2], Proposition 5.5.4, Proposition 5.6.2, Proposition 5.6.1.)

a) Conjecture 4.2 is true when P = G is a torus.

b) Conjecture 4.2 is true when P = G and every lQ–simple factor of Gad is

of abelian type.†

c) If P = G then Conjecture 4.2 is equivalent to

im (µK,λ) ⊂ Etl,m
F (MK(P,X)) ,

the latter denoting the category of mixed lisse l–adic sheaves onMK(P,X).

In order to study the mixed situation, we need to show an analogue of Theorem

2.1 in the λ–adic setting.

Again let i : (G,H) −→ (P,X) be as usual and let K be of the shape KW×L, so

[π] admits the section [i]. We recall the definition of the restriction of the generic

pro–sheaf Gen[i] to the preimage (MK)0 of a connected component (ML)0 ofML:

Fix y ∈ML(E(G,H))0 and set x := [i](y).

Let Px denote the Tannaka dual of the category [π]–UEtl,m
lQl

((MK)0) with respect

to the functor “fibre at x”, Gy the Tannaka dual of the category Etl,m
lQl

((ML)0)

with respect to the functor “fibre at y”, and define Wx via the exact sequence

1 −→ Wx −→ Px
[π]−→ Gy −→ 1 .

†For a definition of the term “of abelian type”, see [P2], proof of Proposition 5.6.2. It

covers the groups, whose absolute root system is of type A, B or C.
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Wx is pro–unipotent, and [i] defines a splitting of this sequence. We define a

representation of

Px = Wx×Gy

on the completion of the universal envelope of Lie(Wx) with respect to powers of

the augmentation ideal: Wx acts by multiplication, and Gy acts by conjugation.

Recall (proof of Lemma 2.4, [W2], Corollary 3.2.i)) that Wx is canonically iso-

morphic to W ⊗ lQ lQl.

Definition: Logl := Log(i, K)l := Gen[i] is called the logarithmic l–adic pro–

sheaf on MK(P,X).

Logl comes equipped with a section

1 ∈ Γ(ML(G,H), [i]∗Logl).

The pair (Logl, 1) is rigid, i.e., it admits no non–trivial automorphisms. In fact,

this already holds on the level of underlying pro–sheaves on ML(G,H)⊗E(G,H)

E(G,H) ([W2], Theorem 3.5.iii)). Logl carries the structure of cocommutative

coalgebra. It induces on [i]∗Logl a Hopf algebra structure. Furthermore, the pair

(Logl, 1) has the universal property of [W2], Theorem 3.5.i).

Let Û(LieW ) ∈ pro–Rep lQl
(P ) be the completed universal envelope of LieW

over lQl, equipped with the usual action of P .

Theorem 4.4: There is a unique morphism

ϕ : Log(i, K)l −→ µK,l(Û(LieW ))

of l–adic pro–sheaves sending 1 to 1. It is an isomorphism of cocommutative

coalgebras, and [i]∗(ϕ) respects the multiplicative structure of both sides.

In particular, µK,l(Û(LieW )) is mixed.

Proof: The vital observation, that makes the proof much easier than the one

of 2.1 was indicated in the remark following [W2], Theorem 3.5:

namely, the universal property of Log(i, K)l actually holds in the larger cate-

gory of [π]–unipotent lisse l–adic sheaves, i.e., with the mixedness assumption

removed. This gives the existence and uniqueness of a morphism ϕ sending 1

to 1. Applying [W2], Theorem 3.5.i) to G⊗̂FG and the section 1⊗̂F 1, where

G := µK,l(Û(LieW )), we see that ϕ respects the coalgebra structure. Alterna-

tively, we see that the statement analogous to 2.4 holds. This is also how we

prove the last claim. q.e.d.
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As a consequence, we get the following result:

Corollary 4.5: Assume the pure Shimura data (G,H) admit a unipotent ex-

tension

π : (P,X) −→ (G,H)

such that for a given splitting

i : G −→ P

of π, the representation LieW of G is faithful.

Then Conjecture 4.2 holds for (G,H).

Proof: RepF (G) is generated by the finite–dimensional subquotients of

i∗(Û(LieW )⊗̂ lQl
F ). Now apply 4.4 and 4.3.c). q.e.d.

Using 2.9, it is not difficult to see that 4.5 actually also follows from 4.3.b).

It is now a formal matter to deduce

Theorem 4.6: a) Conjecture 4.2 holds for (P,X) if and only if it holds for

(G,H).

b) Conjecture 4.2 is equivalent to

im (µK,λ) ⊂ [π]–UEtl,m
F (MK(P,X)) .

Proof: To prove b), take V ∈ RepF (P ) and assume µK,λ(V) is mixed. As usual,

we may assume K = KW×L as above. Then 4.3.b) shows that after applying

[i]∗, the weight filtrations on V and on µK,λ(V) correspond. So they correspond

altogether.

For a), use the mixedness of µK,l(Û(LieW )). RepF (P ) is generated by the finite–

dimensional subquotients of Û(LieW )⊗̂ lQl
F together with RepF (G). q.e.d.

We conclude by stating the result analogous to 2.3:

Theorem 4.7: Assume that Conjecture 4.2 holds. Let d be the relative di-

mension of [π], and consider µK,λ and µL,λ as functors into the categories

Pervm
F (MK) and Pervm

F (ML) of mixed perverse λ–adic sheaves (compare [W2],

§ 4) on MK(P,X) and ML(G,H) respectively.
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Then for any q, there is a commutative diagram

RepF (P )
µK,λ → Pervm

F (MK)

Hq(W, −)
y

yHq−d([π])∗

RepF (G)
µL,λ → Pervm

F (ML)

of functors.

Proof: Corollary 1.4 and Lemmata 1.5 and 1.6 show that the hypotheses of

[W2], Theorem 4.3 are met for q0 :=∞. q.e.d.

Using the remark following [W2], Theorem 3.5, one sees that it is possible to

prove a version of Theorem 4.7, which is independent of Conjecture 4.2 just by

considering perverse λ–adic sheaves, i.e., removing the mixedness assumption.

Alternatively, one might restrict one’s attention to those representations of P ,

whose canonical construction is mixed.

§ 5 Conjugates of mixed Shimura varieties

In order to define a “mixed systems” version of the canonical construction, it

turns out to be necessary to extend Milne’s and Shih’s results on conjugates

of pure Shimura varieties ([M], II, §§ 4, 5) to the mixed case. As in [M], II,

§ 4, the Shimura data conjugate to given ones under an automorphism of lC are

defined using special points. A central observation, which will be of great help

when deducing our results from those in the pure setting, states that special

points on mixed Shimura data are precisely the images under Levi sections of

special points of the underlying pure Shimura data (Lemma 5.2). The reader

will notice that the main results of this paragraph do not require axiom vii)’ of

§ 1. It suffices to assume vii), that Z(G)0 splits over a CM–field and that the

cocharacter π ◦hx ◦w of Z(G)IR is defined over lQ for some (hence all) x ∈ X.

We start by recalling the definition and basic properties of the Serre and Tani-

yama groups: fix an embedding of lQ into lC, and let S denote the Serre group,

i.e., the pro–torus over lQ, which is the Tannakian dual of the category CM/ lC

of lQ–Hodge structures of CM–type. Our fixed embedding identifies S with the

Tannakian dual of the category CM/ lQ of CM–motives over lQ with respect to

the Betti fibre functor HB.

Furthermore, T is defined to be the Taniyama group, i.e., the Tannakian dual
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of the category CM/ lQ of CM–motives over lQ.

There is a natural morphism (res lC
lQ)∗ : S −→ T .

Next, the natural inclusion of the category Art/ lQ of Artin motives over lQ into

CM/ lQ defines a morphism q : T −→ Gal lQ/ lQ. The action of Gal lQ/ lQ on HB⊗ lQIAf

defines a splitting Gal lQ/ lQ −→ T (IAf ) of q ⊗ lQ IAf , which is denoted by sp.

The following is the content of [D4], Lemme 1:

Theorem 5.1: The sequence

1 −→ S
(res lC

lQ
)∗

−→ T q−→ Gal lQ/ lQ −→ 1

is exact.

According to [M], I, Proposition 4.5, CM/ lC is equivalent to the category of

CM–motives over lC. Hence there is a natural action of Aut lC/ lQ on CM/ lC. For

each automorphism τ , there is a fibre functor Hτ : M 7−→ HB(τM). The right–

Aut⊗(HB)–torsor Isom⊗(HB, Hτ ) is represented by the right–S–torsor
τS := q−1(τ) ([M], I , Remark 6.3.b)).

Recall the notion of twisting by τS: assume S acts on an algebraic variety Y/ lQ

from the left. Then τS ×S Y , the twist of Y by τS is the variety over lQ, whose

associated sheaf is the sheafification of

R 7−→ τS(R)× Y (R)/ ∼ ,

where (ba, y) ∼ (b, ay) for a ∈ S(R), b ∈ τS(R), y ∈ Y (R).

Twisting by τS is a functor on the category of varieties over lQ with an S–action.

If Y is an algebraic group and S acts by group automorphisms, then τS ×S Y
is again an algebraic group: the unit, which is defined over lQ, is given by the

class of (b, 1) for any b ∈ τS(R), and the group law is given by

τS ×S Y

τS ×S (Y × lQ Y )

(τS × lQ
τS)×(S× lQS) (Y × lQ Y )(τS ×S Y )× lQ (τS ×S Y )

-id×mult

-(4× idY× lQY )−1

-∼

If R is a lQ–algebra and τS(R) 6= ∅, then any b0 ∈ τS(R) defines an isomorphism

(τS ×S Y )⊗ lQ R
∼−→ Y ⊗ lQ R : [b, y] 7−→ (b−1

0 b)(y) .
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Obviously any two such isomorphisms differ by an automorphism of Y ⊗ lQ R

coming from S ⊗ lQ R.

Example: Let V be a finite–dimensional vector space over lQ, and let

ρ : S −→ GL(V) be an algebraic representation of S, which we may think of as

an S–action by group automorphisms on the algebraic group V ∼= G| dimV
a, lQ . The

twist τS ×S V is again a vector space. We may identify GL(τS ×S V) with
τS ×S GL(V), where the group action of S on GL(V) is given by inner conju-

gation via ρ. We therefore get the twisted representation

τS ×S ρ : S ∼−→ τS ×S S −→ GL(τS ×S V) .

Here, the first isomorphism is given by sending a ∈ S(R) to the class of (b, a)

for any b ∈ τS(R′); note that S is commutative, hence its action on itself by

inner conjugation is trivial. If ρ factors over the algebraic group Y :

S h−→ Y −→ GL(V) ,

then because of the functoriality of twisting, τS ×S V is a representation of
τS ×S Y .

Given a neutral Tannakian category C with two fibre functors ω1 and ω2, the

interrelation between Aut⊗(ω1) and Aut⊗(ω2) is given by twisting:

Aut⊗(ω2) = Isom⊗(ω1, ω2)×Aut⊗(ω1) Aut⊗(ω1) ,

where Aut⊗(ω1) acts on itself by inner conjugation.

It follows that τS ×S Y is the Tannakian dual of the category Rep lQ(Y ) with

respect to the fibre functor

Rep lQ(Y )
h∗−→ Rep lQ(S)

Hτ−→ Vec lQ .

The equivalence of tensor categories Rep lQ(Y ) −→ Rep lQ(τS ×S Y ) predicted by

the Tannakian formalism is given explicitely by

V 7−→ τS ×S V .

Now let (P,X) be mixed Shimura data, and let (G,H) = (P,X)/W and

π : (P,X) −→ (G,H) as before. Because of our axiom vii)’, the pure Shimura

data (G, h(H)) satisfy (2.1*) of [M], II.
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Definition: A point x ∈ X is called special if there is an embedding

(T,Y) ↪→ (P,X) of Shimura data, with T a torus, whose image contains x.

It follows that hx factors through the base change to IR of a maximal lQ–rational

subtorus of P . Hence π(hx) is special if and only if it is special in the sense of

[M], II, § 2. Furthermore, x ∈ X is special if and only if hx ∈ h(X) is.

Lemma 5.2: A point x ∈ X is special if and only if there is a Levi section

ix : (G,H) −→ (P,X) of π and a special point h ∈ H such that x = ix(h). If

this is the case, then x determines h and ix uiquely.

Proof: The “if”–part of the claim is obvious.

Conversely, assume given a torus embedding (T,Y)
k−→ (P,X). π ◦k defines a

torus embedding (T,Y) −→ (G,H). Fix a Levi section i : (G,H) −→ (P,X).

For any x ∈ k(Y), the subgroup i(G) lC ≤ P lC is the centralizer of i ◦π ◦hx ◦w,

and the map

W ( lQ)−→




Levi decomposition of P lC ,

that are defined over lQ



 ,

p 7−→ CentP lC
(int(p) ◦ i ◦π ◦hx ◦w) = p · i(G) lC · p−1

is a bijection; see the proof of [P1], Proposition 1.16.b).

It remains to show that the Levi subgroup CentP lC
(hx ◦w) of P lC is already defined

over lQ. But this is the case since hx ◦w itself is rational. q.e.d.

Let µ : G| m, lC −→ S lC denote the cocharacter given on lC–valued points by

sending z to (z, 1). So if ι denotes complex conjugation, we have the formula

(ι + 1)µ = w lC.

The functor sending a lQ–Hodge structure of CM–type to the underlying semisim-

ple IR–Hodge structure defines a morphism hcan : S −→ SIR, hence a cocharacter

µcan := hcan, lC ◦µ of S lC.

Corollary 5.3: Let x ∈ X be a special point, and let µx := hx ◦µ. Then there

exists a unique morphism ρx : S −→ P such that the diagram

P lC

G| m, lC S lC

µx ρx, lC

µcan

@
@

@R

�
�

�	

-

commutes.
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Proof: The image of ρx, lC must centralize µx, hence hx. Therefore, let T ⊂ P

be the minimal lQ–rational torus such that hx factors through TIR. We have to

show that µx : G| m, lC −→ T lC satisfies the Serre condition:

(τ − 1)(ι + 1)µx = 0 = (ι + 1)(τ − 1)µx for all τ ∈ Aut lC/ lQ .

By the universal property of S (see [M], I, Proposition 2.4), the existence and

uniqueness of ρx will then be guaranteed. The left equation is obvious:

(ι+1)µx = hx ◦w is defined over lQ. For the other equation, observe that T , being

the almost direct product of G| m and a torus of compact type, splits over a CM–

field. Therefore, τι and ιτ act in the same manner on the set of cocharacters of

T lC, for any τ ∈ Aut lC/ lQ. In particular,

(ι + 1)(τ − 1)µx = (τ − 1)(ι + 1)µx = 0 .

q.e.d.

We are now in a position to define the Shimura data conjugate to (P,X) under

an automorphism of lC. Fix τ ∈ Aut lC/ lQ, and choose a special point x ∈ X. Let

ρx : S −→ P be as in 5.3.

Write τ,xP := τS ×S P , where the action of S on P is inner conjugation via ρx.

If we let Tx := ρx(S) ⊂ P , then by functoriality of twisting, we may consider

Tx = τS ×S Tx as a subtorus of τ,xP . So τµx : G| m, lC −→ Tx, lC can be regarded as

a homomorphism into τ,xP lC. Since it commutes with its complex conjugate, it

defines a homomorphism
τhx : S −→ τ,xPIR .

We define h(τ,x
X) to be the set of τ,xP (IR) ·τ,xU( lC)–conjugates of τhx.

Proposition 5.4: (τ,xP, h(τ,x
X)) are mixed Shimura data.

Proof: We check the axioms of § 1:

i) is obviously fulfilled, since τhx is already defined over IR. We have

Z(τ,xG) = τ,xZ(G), and hence the twist τ,xpr of the projection pr : G −→ Gad

is the projection of τ,xG onto its adjoint group. We know that

pr ◦π ◦hx ◦w : G| m −→ Gad

is the trivial cocharacter. Now τhx ◦w = (ι+ 1)τµx = hx ◦w when considered as

a cocharacter of Tx. Since

ker(Tx −→ P −→→ Gad) = ker(Tx −→ τ,xP −→→ τ,xGad)
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under the natural identification of Tx and τ,xTx, the twist τ,xpr ◦ τ,xπ ◦ τhx ◦w is

trivial as well. This shows ii).

Similarly, iv) is proven by observing that Lieτ,xP is the representation of τ,xP

obtained by twisting the representation LieP of P .

This also shows that µx, considered as a homomorphism

G| m, lC −→ Tx, lC −→ τ,xP lC

has the correct eigenvalues on GrW
· (Lieτ,xP ) lC. But this is then also true for any

conjugate of µx, proving iii).

vii)’ holds because Z(G) remains unchanged under twists.

For axioms v) and vi), we refer to [L], page 231. q.e.d.

In order to get τ,x
X, we need to replace h(τ,x

X) by a finite covering. We discuss

the case of a torus first.

So let (T,Y) be Shimura data, with T a torus. Equivalently ([P1], Example

2.6), Y is a finite set with a transitive action of π0(T (IR)), and h(Y) is a single

morphism S −→ TIR.

Choose y ∈ Y . We have τ,yT = T , and so τ,yh(Y) ◦µ = τµy.

We define τ,y(T,Y) to be the Shimura data corresponding to the same finite set

Y with the transitive action of π0(T (IR)), but with h(Y) replaced by τ,yh(Y).

The following result is due to Pink:

Lemma 5.5: ([P1], Proposition 2.11.)

For any mixed Shimura data (P,X), the canonical morphism

(P,X) −→ (P,X)/P der × (P, h(X))

is an embedding.

Observe that P/P der is a torus, which satisfies vii)’ since P does. If we apply

5.5 to the Shimura data τ,x(P,X) = (τ,xP,τ,x
X), that we want to construct, we

see that there is exactly one way of defining (τ,xP,τ,x
X) is a manner compatible

with morphisms of Shimura data, such that (τ,xP, h(τ,x
X)) are the Shimura data

already defined:

write (P,X)/P der = (T,Y), and let [x] ∈ Y be the image of x under X −→ Y.

We define τx ∈ τ,[x]Y ×τ,hxh(X) to be the element ([x],τhx).

Finally, τ,x
X is defined as the set of τ,xP (IR) ·τ,xU( lC)–conjugates of τx.
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Corollary 5.6: τ,x(P,X) := (τ,xP,τ,x
X) are mixed Shimura data.

Proof: straightforward. q.e.d.

Remark: Our definition of conjugates of Shimura data does not obviously re-

spect the property X=h(X). However, as we shall see, if X=h(X), then the data

(τ,xP,τ,x
X) and (τ,xP, h(τ,x

X)) define the same Shimura varieties. So we may con-

clude a posteriori that indeed τ,x
X=h(τ,x

X) and hence that we get back Milne’s

definition ([M], II, § 4) if (P,X) = (G, h(X)).

Lemma 5.7: Let ϕ : (P1,X1) −→ (P2,X2) be a morphism of Shimura data, and

assume x1 ∈ X1 is special. Then there is a unique morphism

τ,x1ϕ : τ,x1(P1,X1) −→ τ,ϕ(x1)(P2,X2)

of Shimura data, whose underlying morphism of groups coincides with

τ,x1ϕ : τ,x1P1 −→ τ,ϕ(x1)P2 ,

the morphism obtained by twisting ϕ, and which sends τx1 to τϕ(x1).

Proof: straightforward. q.e.d.

The point sp(τ) ∈ τS(IAf) defines an isomorphism

P (IAf)
∼−→ τ,xP (IAf ) : pf 7−→ τ,xpf := [sp(τ), pf ] .

The following is the main result of this paragraph. Since this will reduce the

amount of variables that we will have to introduce, we follow Milne and define

M(P,X) as the projective limit of the MK(P,X), where K runs through the

open compact subgroups of P (IAf). It is a scheme over E(P,X), whose complex

points are P ( lQ)\(X× P (IAf )) ([P1], Lemma 3.7).

It is equipped with a right action of P (IAf ) by algebraic morphisms. Denote by
τM(P,X) the scheme obtained from M(P,X) via base change by τ .

Theorem 5.8: There is a unique isomorphism

ϕτ,x : τM(P,X)
∼−→M(τ,x(P,X))

of schemes over τE(P,X), such that

a) ϕτ,x : τ[(x, 1)] 7−→ [(τx, 1)],

b) for all pf ∈ P (IAf ), we have the equality

ϕτ,x ◦
τ [·pf ] = [·τ,xpf ] ◦ϕτ,x .
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Proof: As in [P1], Lemma 1.7, one shows that the set of P (IAf)–conjugates of

[(x, 1)] is Zariski–dense in M(P,X) lC, hence there is at most one map satisfying

a) and b).

(P,X) can be “covered” by irreducible Shimura data ([P1], 2.13), and hence we

may assume that (P,X) itself is irreducible.

Certainly, if the theorem holds for some unipotent extension of (P,X), then it

holds for (P,X) itself.

By 5.7 and [P1], 2.26, we may replace (P,X) by Shimura data of the form

(T,Y)× (G′,H′)× (P,X) ,

where T is a torus, G′ is reductive and H′ = h(H′) (see the proof of [P1], 2.26),

and E(P,X) = lQ.

We treat each of these cases separately:

i) Let (T,Y) be Shimura data, with T a torus, and let E := E(T,Y). So

M(T,Y)(E) = (Y × T (IAf))/T ( lQ), and GalE/E acts by multiplication from

the left via a homomorphism

ψ : GalE/E −→ π0((T (IR)× T (IAf ))/T ( lQ)) ,

the so–called reciprocity law for (T,Y) (compare [P1], 11.3, 11.4).

So we may identify τM(T,Y)(τE) with (Y × T (IAf ))/T ( lQ), an automorphism

σ ∈ GalτE/ τE acting via multiplication by ψ(τ−1στ).

Now observe that the reciprocity law for τ,x(T,Y),

τψ : GalτE/τE −→ π0((T (IR)× T (IAf))/T ( lQ))

is given by σ 7−→ ψ(τ−1στ).

So the above is exactly the description of the GalτE/τE–action on the set of τE–

valued points of M(τ,x(T,Y)).

ii) According to [M], II, Theorems 4.2 and 5.5.b), if H = h(H) and (G,H) is

pure, there is a unique isomorphism

ϕ̃τ,x : τM(G,H)
∼−→M(τ,xG, h(τ,xH))

with the required properties. The diagram
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M(τ,x(G,H)) M(τ,x((G,H)/Gder)) ×M(τ,xG, h(τ,xH))

τM(G,H) τM((G,H)/Gder) × τM(G,H)

−→

−→

? ?
o i)

?
o ϕ̃τ,x

together with the fact that τ [(x, 1)] is mapped to [(τx, 1)] by the isomorphism

on the right shows that the dotted arrow exists. Since its composition with the

finite projection to M(τ,xG, h(τ,xH)) is an isomorphism, it is a closed immer-

sion. But since it is G(IAf)–equivariant, its image is dense, hence it is itself an

isomorphism.

iii) Now assume E(P,X) = lQ. By i), ii) and 5.5, our claim is true for the Shimura

data (G,H) = (P,X)/W .

We first show that the class of (ρx)∗(
τS) in H1( lQ, P ) is trivial. Since H1( lQ,W )

is zero, this is equivalent to showing that (π ◦ρx)∗(
τS) ∈ H1( lQ, G) is zero. (Al-

ternatively, use 5.2 for this reduction.) But this is the content of [MS], Lemma

7.2.

Choose b ∈ (ρx)∗(
τS)( lQ). It defines an isomorphism

ϕb : P
∼−→ τ,xP : p 7−→ [b, p] ,

which is easily seen to underly an isomorphism ϕb : (P,X)
∼−→ τ,x(P,X) of

Shimura data. Let pb ∈ ρx(S)(IAf ) ≤ P (IAf ) be defined by the relation

b = ρx(sp(τ)) · pb .

Then the isomorphism

ϕτ,x : τM(P,X) = M(P,X)
∼−→M(τ,x(P,X))

defined by ϕτ,x := [ϕb] ◦ [·pb] is independent of the choice of b. For pf ∈ P (IAf ),

we have the formula

ϕτ,x ◦
τ [·pf ] = ϕτ,x ◦ [·pf ] = [·ϕb(p

−1
b pfpb)] ◦ϕτ,x = [·τ,xpf ] ◦ϕτ,x ,

so ϕτ,x has property b).

In order to prove property a), we use 5.2 and the fact that the restriction of

ϕτ,x to ix(
τM(G,H)) is the isomorphism ϕτ,h for the pure Shimura data (G,H);

see the proof of [M], II, Theorem 5.5. q.e.d.
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If x′ ∈ X is a second special point, then (ρx)∗(
τS) and (ρx′)∗(

τS) define the same

class in H1( lQ, P ) ([MS], page 283).

Choose an isomorphism β : (ρx)∗(
τS)

∼−→ (ρx′)∗(
τS). It defines an isomor-

phism ϕβ : τ,x(P,X)
∼−→ τ,x′

(P,X) of Shimura data. The isomorphisms ϕβ,IAf

and τ,xpf 7−→ τ,x′

pf differ by an inner conjugation. Let τ,xpβ ∈ τ,xP (IAf ) be such

that

ϕβ ◦ad(τ,xp−1
β )(τ,xpf) = τ,x′

pf , for all τ,xpf ∈ P (IAf) .

Then the isomorphism

ϕ(τ, x′, x) : M(τ,x(P,X))
∼−→M(τ,x′

(P,X))

defined by ϕ(τ, x′, x) := [ϕβ] ◦ [·τ,xpβ] is independent of the choice of β. For

pf ∈ P (IAf ), we have the formula

ϕ(τ, x′, x) ◦ [·τ,xpf ] = [·τ,x′

pf ] ◦ϕ(τ, x′, x) .

Corollary 5.9: For any two special points x and x′ of X, we have

ϕ(τ, x′, x) ◦ϕτ,x = ϕτ,x′ .

Proof: Property b) of 5.8 for the left hand side is easy to check. For a), we

again use 5.2 to reduce ourselves to the pure case, which follows from [M], II,

Theorem 4.4. q.e.d.

For an open compact subgroup K of P (IAf ), the isomorphism ϕτ,x induces an

isomorphism ϕτ,x,K : τMK(P,X)
∼−→ M

τ,xK(τ,x(P,X)), where τ,xK ≤ τ,xP (IAf )

denotes the image of K under the isomorphism P (IAf )
∼−→ τ,xP (IAf).

Corollary 5.10: The number of elements of the fibres of h : X −→ h(X) is

invariant under twisting.

Proof: left to the reader. q.e.d.

We conclude this paragraph with a description of the complex conjugation ι on

a mixed Shimura variety, whose reflex field is real:

let (P,X) be mixed Shimura data such that E = E(P,X) is contained in IR. Let

x ∈ X be special. We define the point xι ∈ Y × h(X) as follows: µxι = ιµx, and

[xι] ∈ Y is the conjugate under ι of [x]. Here, we use the local reciprocity law

ψ∞ : Gal lC/IR
σ0−→ GalE⊗ lQIR/E⊗ lQIR = π0(G| m(E ⊗ lQ IR)) −→ π0(T (IR))
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for (T,Y) to define an action of ι on Y. We shall see in the proof of 5.12 that

xι in fact lies in X.

Lemma 5.11: With the above notations, choose a maximal torus T ≤ P such

that hx maps into TIR. Denote by N the normalizer of π(T ).

i) There is an n ∈ ix(N)(IR) such that nhx = hxι.

ii) The map ηx : px 7−→ p xι is the unique P (IR)·U( lC)–equivariant antiholo-

morphic map X −→ Y × h(X), which sends x to xι.

Proof: For i), use 5.2 and [MS], Corollary 4.3.

In order to prove ii), write P (IR)·U( lC)/Stab(x) ∼= X. By [P1], Lemma 1.17, the

projection π : P −→ G induces an isomorphism of Stab(x) onto Stab(π(x)). It

follows from [MS], page 309 that n normalizes Stab(x) if X = h(X). So η is well

defined in this case. But it is obviously well defined if P is a torus, and so it is

always well defined because of 5.5.

Given V ∈ RepIR(P ), we obviously have F p
xι(V lC) = F

p
x(V lC) for all p. It follows

that the Hodge filtration of η∗xV varies antiholomorphically on X, and so ηx is

antiholomorphic ([P1], Proposition 1.7.a)). q.e.d.

Corollary 5.12: Let (P,X) be mixed Shimura data such that E(P,X) is real.

Then ηx maps X to X, and the involution of M(P,X)( lC) defined by complex

conjugation is induced by ηx × id : X× P (IAf ) −→ X× P (IAf ).

Proof: The case of (P,X) = (T,Y) is easy to check and left to the reader.

Now assume that P is arbitrary but that X = h(X). We first show the second

statement, with ηx replaced by the map

pr2 ◦ηx : X −→ X.

Both complex conjugation and the map induced by (pr2 ◦ηx)× id are antiholo-

morphic and equivariant, so it suffices to show that they agree at [(x, 1)]. Using

Lemma 5.2, we reduce ourselves to the pure case, where the statement follows

from [M], II, Theorem 7.2. A diagram similar to the one of the proof of 5.8

shows that ηx(X) ⊂ X, and hence that ηx = pr2 ◦ηx.

The same diagram shows the claim in the general case. q.e.d.
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§ 6 The canonical construction of mixed sheaves: “mixed systems”

version

The results of the preceding paragraph allow us to put the constructions of

§§ 2–4 together and show that they define mixed systems of smooth sheaves on

MK(P,X).

Recall ([W2], § 2) the following

Definition: Let k be a number field, X/k smooth, separated and of finite type.

MSs
lQ(X), the category of mixed systems of smooth sheaves on X consists of

families

(Vl,VDR,V∞,σ, Il,σ, IDR,σ, I∞,σ | l ∈ lN prime , σ : k ↪→ lC, σ : k ↪→ lC) ,

where

a) Vl ∈ Etl,m
lQl

(X),

b) VDR ∈ BiF(X).

c) V∞,σ ∈ Var lQ(Xσ). The underlying local system of V∞,σ, together with its

weight filtration is supposed to come from a local system over ZZ. This

implies that the local system, tensored with lQl, can be interpreted as a

lisse l–adic sheaf on Xσ.

d) Il,σ is an isomorphism

FO(V∞,σ |k)⊗ lQ lQl −→ σ∗Fl(Vl)

of weight–filtered l–adic sheaves on Xσ. Here, FO and Fl are suitably

defined forgetful functors.

e) IDR,σ is a horizontal isomorphism

F ′O(V∞,σ) −→ VDR ⊗k,σ lC

of bifiltered vector bundles on Xσ( lC). Again, F ′O is a suitable forgetful

functor.

It follows that the filtrations in b) are finite and that the Hodge filtration

in b) satisfies Griffiths–transversality:

∇Fp ⊂ Fp−1 ⊗OX
Ω1

X/k for all p ∈ ZZ .
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f) Let c : lC −→ lC denote complex conjugation.

For any σ : k ↪→ lC, conjugation defines a diffeomorphism

cσ : Xσ( lC) −→ Xc ◦σ( lC) .

For a variation of lQ–MHS W on Xc ◦σ( lC), we define a variation c∗σ(W)

on Xσ( lC) as follows: the local system and the weight filtration are the pull

backs via cσ of the local system and the weight filtration on W, and the

Hodge filtration is the pull back of the conjugate of the Hodge filtration

on W.

c∗σ preserves admissibility.

I∞,σ is an isomorphism of variations of lQ–MHS

V∞,σ −→ c∗σ(V∞,c ◦σ)

such that c∗c ◦σ(I∞,σ) = I−1
∞,c ◦σ.

For ρ ∈ Gk we suppose that Il,σρ = σ∗(canρ) ◦Il,σ. Here, canρ denotes the

canonical isomorphism

Fl(Vl) −→ ρ∗Fl(Vl)

given by the fact that Fl(V) comes from X.

Furthermore, we require the following:

For each σ, let c∞,σ be the antilinear involution of Fdiff.(V∞,σ), the C∞–bundle

underlying V∞,σ, given by complex conjugation of coefficients. Likewise, let

cDR,σ be the antilinear isomorphism

Fdiff.(V∞,σ) −→ c−1
σ (Fdiff.(V∞,c ◦σ))

given by complex conjugation of coefficients on the right hand side of the iso-

morphism in e). Our requirement is the validity of the formula

Fdiff.(I∞,σ) = cDR,σ ◦c∞,σ = c−1
σ (c∞,c ◦σ) ◦cDR,σ .

In the category of data defined so far, it is possible to define Tate twists lQ(n)

for n ∈ ZZ.

The last condition we impose is the existence of a system of polarizations: there

are morphisms

GrW
n Vl ⊗ lQl

GrW
n Vl −→ lQl(−n) , l ∈ lN prime , n ∈ ZZ,

GrW
n VDR ⊗OX

GrW
n VDR −→ lQDR(−n) , n ∈ ZZ
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of l–adic sheaves and flat vector bundles on X, and polarizations

GrW
n V∞,σ ⊗ lQ GrW

n V∞,σ −→ lQ(−n) , σ : k ↪→ lC, n ∈ ZZ

of variations of lQ–MHS such that the Il,σ, IDR,σ and I∞,σ and the corresponding

morphisms of the mixed system lQ(−n) form commutative diagrams.

Definition: [π]–UMSs
lQ(MK(P,X)) is the full subcategory of MSs

lQ(MK(P,X))

of objects admitting a filtration, whose graded objects lie in the subcategory

[π]∗MSs
lQ(ML(G,H)).

Now let (P,X) be mixed Shimura data satisfying Conjecture 4.2, and let K be

a neat open compact subgroup of P (IAf) with image L ≤ G(IAf ) under π.

Let x ∈ X be special, and τ ∈ Aut lC/ lQ. Let ρx : S −→ P be the morphism of

5.3. For any field F over lQ, there is an equivalence of tensor categories given by

τ,x
− : RepF (P )

∼−→ RepF (τ,xP ) : V 7−→ τ,xV := τS ×S V .

Theorem 6.1: Let ϕτ,x,K : τMK(P,X)
∼−→M

τ,xK(τ,x(P,X)) be the isomorphism

of Theorem 5.8.

i) τ,x(P,X) also satisfies Conjecture 4.2, and there is a canonical isomorphism

ητ,x,K : τµK,l
∼−→ ϕ∗τ,x,K

◦µτ,xK,l ◦
τ,x
−

of functors from Rep lQl
(P ) to τ [π]–UEtl,m

lQl
(τMK(P,X)). It is compatible

with the action of P (IAf ) and with morphisms of Shimura data.

ii) If τ ′ is a second automorphism of lC, so

ϕτ ′,τx,τ,xK ◦
τ ′

ϕτ,x,K = ϕτ ′τ,x,K : τ ′τMK(P,X)
∼−→M

τ ′τ,xK(τ ′τ,x(P,X)) ,

we have

τ ′

ϕ∗τ,x,K(ητ ′,τx,τ,xK) ◦ τ ′

ητ,x,K = ητ ′τ,x,K : τ ′τµK,l
∼−→ ϕ∗τ ′τ,x,K

◦µτ ′τ,xK,l
◦ τ ′τ,x

− .

iii) If x′ ∈ X is a second special point, and

ϕ(τ, x′, x)K : M
τ,xK(τ,x(P,X))

∼−→M
τ,x′K(τ,x′

(P,X))

the isomorphism of Corollary 5.9, so

ϕ(τ, x′, x)K ◦ϕτ,x,K = ϕτ,x′,K : τMK(P,X)
∼−→M

τ,x′K(τ,x′

(P,X)) ,
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we have a canonical isomorphism

η(τ, x′, x)K : µτ,xK,l ◦
τ,x
−
∼−→ ϕ(τ, x′, x)∗K ◦µτ,x′K,l

◦ τ,x′

−

of functors from Rep lQl
(P ) to [τ,xπ]–UEtl,m

lQl
(M

τ,xK(τ,x(P,X))) such that

ϕ∗τ,x,K(η(τ, x′, x)K) ◦ητ,x,K = ητ,x′,K : τµK,l
∼−→ ϕ∗τ,x′,K

◦µτ,x′K,l
◦ τ,x′

− .

Proof: Let spl(τ) ∈ τS( lQl) be the l–th component of sp(τ). It defines an iso-

morphism

ψτ,x : P lQl

∼−→ τ,xP lQl
: p 7−→ [spl(τ), p] .

We have a natural isomorphism

χτ,x : idRep lQl
(P )

∼−→ ψ∗τ,x
◦ τ,x

−

of functors on Rep lQl
(P ) given by v 7−→ [spl(τ), v].

Let V ∈ Rep lQl
(P ), and take the constant sheaves V on τM(P,X) and τ,xV on

M(τ,x(P,X)) with their natural P (IAf)– and τ,xP (IAf)–actions, which actually

factor through P ( lQl) and τ,xP ( lQl). Then by Theorem 5.8, the isomorphism

ητ,x(V) := ϕτ,x × χτ,x(V) : τM(P,X)×V
∼−→M(τ,x(P,X))×τ,xV

is P (IAf)–equivariant and hence induces an isomorphism ητ,x,K(V) of τµK,l(V)

and ϕ∗τ,x,K(µτ,xK,l(
τ,xV)).

We leave it to the reader to check that the claim in ii) is true. The isomorphism

η(τ, x′, x)K in iii) is induced by the isomorphism

τ,x
− −→ τ,x′

−

of functors on Rep lQl
(P ) given by [spl(τ), v]x 7−→ [spl(τ), v]x′ . q.e.d.

Let E := E(P,X) be the reflex field of (P,X).

Theorem 6.2: There is a canonical isomorphism

ητ,x,K : τµK,DR
∼−→ ϕ∗τ,x,K

◦µτ,xK,DR ◦
τ,x
−

of functors from RepE(P ) to τ [π]–UBiF(τMK(P,X)) with properties analogous

to the ones stated in 6.1.
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Proof: If we write P = W×G and τ,xP = τ,xW× τ,xG, then the action of
τ,xP on Û(Lie(τ,xW )) is identical to the one on τ,x

Û(LieW ). Since we have
τµK,DR Û(LieW ) = τLog(i, K)DR and µτ,xK,DR Û(Lie(τ,xW )) = Log(τ,xi,τ,xK)DR,

we apply 3.3, [W2], Theorem 3.5.ii) and 3.5.i) (in this order) to conclude that

there is exactly one isomorphism

τµK,DR Û(LieW )
∼−→ ϕ∗τ,x,Kµτ,xK,DR Û(Lie(τ,xW ))

respecting the unit sections. We take this to be ητ,x,K, thus reducing ourselves,

as in § 3, to the pure case. We may assume X = h(X). In [M], III, § 4, the theory

of conjugates of the standard principal bundles is developed, and our claim

follows from [M], III, Theorem 5.1.b) and an isomorphism similar to that at the

beginning of the proof of 6.1, which identifies the bundles τV lC and ϕ̌∗τ,x(
τ,xV lC)

on τȞ. Here, ϕ̌τ,x is as in [M], III, Proposition 1.3. q.e.d.

Theorem 6.3: If τ fixes E, then there is a canonical isomorphism

ητ,x,K : µK,∞,σ0

∼−→ ϕ∗τ,x,K
◦µτ,xK,∞,σ0

◦ τ,x
−

of functors from Rep lQ(P ) to [π] lC–UVar lQ(MK(P,X) lC). The underlying trans-

formation of functors to [π] lC–UBiF(MK(P,X) lC) is compatible with the isomor-

phism of 6.2, and the underlying transformation of functors to local systems is

compatible with the isomorphism of 6.1.

Proof: As in the proof of 5.8, the fact that τ fixes E implies that the class of

(ρx)∗(
τS) in H1( lQ, P ) is trivial, and the isomorphism ϕτ,x is of the following

shape: choose b ∈ (ρx)∗(
τS)( lQ). It defines ϕb : (P,X)

∼−→ τ,x(P,X), which is an

isomorphism of Shimura data, whose underlying group isomorphism is given by

p 7−→ [b, p]. If we define pb ∈ ρx(S)(IAf ) ≤ P (IAf) by the relation

b = ρx(sp(τ)) · pb ,

then ϕτ,x is given by [ϕb] ◦ [·pb].

Define χτ,x = idRep lQ(P )
∼−→ ϕ∗b ◦

τ,x
− by sending v to [b, v].

For V ∈ Rep lQ(P ), the isomorphism

ϕb × χτ,x(V) : X× (P (IAf )/K)×V
∼−→ τ,x

X× (τ,xP (IAf )/ϕb(K))×τ,xV

is P ( lQ)–equivariant. This is still true if we compose it with right multiplication

by pb, and we arrive at the isomorphism ητ,x,K(V) we were looking for. It is

independent of the choice of b. We leave it to the reader to check the various

compatibilities. q.e.d.
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We are finally in a position to define a tensor functor

µK,MS : Rep lQ(P ) −→ [π]–UMSs
lQ(MK(P,X)) ,

the “mixed systems” version of the canonical construction, which will include

the functors defined in §§ 2–4.

Given V ∈ RepF (P ), for any special point x ∈ X and any τ ∈ Aut lC/ lQ, we

have an admissible [τ,xπ] lC–unipotent graded–polarizable variation of lQ–Hodge

structure µτ,xK,∞,τσ0
(τ,xV) on M

τ,xK(τ,x(P,X)) lC, a mixed lisse [τ,xπ]–unipotent

l–adic sheaf µτ,xK,l(
τ,xV⊗ lQ lQl) and a bifiltered [τ,xπ]–unipotent flat vector bundle

µK,DR(τ,xV) on M
τ,xK(τ,x(P,X)).

Theorems 6.1–6.3 state that all these fit together to form parts a)–e) of the data

necessary for a [π]–unipotent mixed system of smooth sheaves on MK(P,X).

Because we already have e), all we have to show for f) is that the diffeomorphism

induced by complex conjugation respects the rational structure of the local

system. [W2], Theorem 3.6.i) contains this statement for the system Log(i, K)

of logarithmic pro–sheaves. As the finite–dimensional subquotients of Û(LieW ),

together with π∗(Rep lQ(G)) generate Rep lQ(P ) as a Tannakian category, we are

therefore reduced to the pure case. Also, we may suppose that H = h(H).

Since the diagram

Ȟ γ←− P (G,H)
pr13−→→ML(G,H)

of § 3 is defined over E, complex conjugation on ML(G,H) is compatible with

complex conjugation on Ȟ.

But the total space of the trivial bundle ιV lC on ιȞ is given by ιȞ ×V lC, and

the isomorphism ηι,x,K⊗E lC of ιV lC and ϕ̌∗ι,x(
ι,xV lC) in Theorem 6.2 respects the

rational structures.

The existence of a system of polarizations is guaranteed by Theorem 1.1.c). So

we finally have

Theorem 6.4: If (P,X) satisfy Conjecture 4.2, then there is a tensor functor

µK,MS : Rep lQ(P ) −→ [π]–UMSs
lQ(MK(P,X)) .

Its l–adic component is µK,l, its de Rham–component is µK,DR, and its

σ0–Hodge–component is µK,∞,σ0
. It is compatible with morphisms induced by

the action of P (IAf ) and with morphisms of Shimura data. If x ∈ X is a special
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point, and τ ∈ Aut lC/ lQ, then there is a commutative diagram

Rep lQ(P )
τµK,MS → τ [π]–UMSs

lQ(τMK(P,X))y τ,x
−

xϕ∗τ,x,K

Rep lQ(τ,xP )
µτ,xK,MS → [τ,xπ]–UMSs

lQ(M
τ,xK(τ,x(P,X)))

of functors, where ϕτ,x,K is the isomorphism of Theorem 5.8.

As in § 2, we may reformulate Theorem 6.4: let MK(P,X)0 be a connected com-

ponent ofMK(P,X), and letML(G,H)0 := [π](MK(P,X)0). Fix x ∈ MK(P,X)0,

and let y := [π](x).

Then if Px and Gy denote the Tannaka duals of [π]–UMSs
lQ(MK(P,X)0) and

MSs
lQ(ML(G,H)0), there is a commutative diagram

1−→ ker[π] −→ Px

[π] → Gy −→ 1

o
y

yµ∗K,MS

yµ∗L,MS

1−→ W −→ P
[π] → G −→ 1 .

In particular, the cohomological derived functor induced by

[π]s∗ : [π]–UMSs
lQ(MK(P,X)0) −→MSs

lQ(ML(G,H)0)

coincides with cohomology of W . We are confident that once a satisfactory

formalism of mixed systems of (not necessarily smooth) sheaves is established,

an analogue of Theorems 2.3, 3.5 and 4.7 will hold.
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Index of Notations

S 1

w 1

hx 1

(P,X) 1

Z(G) 1

MHS 1

Hp,q
x (V) 3

(G,H) 3

MK(P,X)( lC) 3

Γ(pf,i) 3

MK(P,X) 5

E(P,X) 5

σ0 5

σ0 5

[ϕ] 5

[·pf ] 5

(Pa,Xa) 7

πm 7

πa 7

[π] 12

[π] lC 12

µK,∞,σ0
12

[π] lC–UVarF (MK(P,X) lC) 12

VarF (ML(G,H) lC) 12

Gen[i] lC 13

Log∞,σ0
14

Log(i, K)∞,σ0
14

Û(LieW ) 14

G 14

MHMF (MK
lC ) 16

MHM(ML
lC ) 16

Hq−d([π] lC)∗ 16

iv 19

(CSp2g, lQ,H2g) 20

(P2g,X2g) 20

V2g 20

(P2g,a,X2g,a) 21

µK,DR, lC 26

[π] lC–UBiF(MK(P,X) lC) 26

BiF(MK(P,X) lC 26

µK,DR 26

[π]FE–UBiF(MK(P,X)FE) 26

BiF(ML(G,H)FE) 26

Ȟ( lC) 27

P (G,H)( lC) 27

γ( lC) 27

P (G,H) 28

γ 28

Ȟ 28

LogDR 29

Log(i, K)DR 29

VB(ML) 29

[π]–UVB(MK) 29

RH(MK
FE) 32

RH(ML
FE) 32

µK,λ 34

[π]–UEtl
F (MK(P,X)) 34

[π]–UEtl,m
F (MK(P,X)) 35

Etl,m
F (MK(P,X)) 35

Logl 36
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Log(i, K)l 36

Pervm
F (MK) 37

Pervm
F (ML) 37

S 38

CM/ lC 38

CM/ lQ 38

T 38

CM/ lQ 39

sp 39

Hτ 39
τS 39
τS ×S Y 39

µ 41

hcan 41

µcan 41

µx 41

ρx 41
τ,xP 42
τhx 42

h(τ,x
X) 42

τ,x
X 43

τ,x(P,X) 43

[x] 43
τx 43
τ,x1ϕ 44
τ,xpf 44

M(P,X) 44
τM(P,X) 44

ϕτ,x 44

ϕ(τ, x′, x) 47

ϕτ,x,K 47

xι 47

ηx 48

MSs
lQ(X) 49

Il,σ 49

IDR,σ 49

cσ 50

c∗σ 50

I∞,σ 50

c∞,σ 50

cDR,σ 50

[π]–UMSs
lQ(MK(P,X)) 51

τ,x
− 51

ητ,x,K 51

ϕ(τ, x′, x)K 51

η(τ, x′, x)K 52

ϕ̌τ,x 53

µK,MS 54

Log(i, K) 54
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